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December 16, 1991 
Senior Forward Brett Roberts scored his 
l ,000th career point on Nov. 22 against 
West Virginia State 
$1.00 
CASKEY'S JEWELRY 
Jewelry Sold At Wholesale Prices Everyday!! 
• Excellent selection 14K Chains, Bracelets, Earrings (Sold By Gram Weight) 
• 14K Eagles, Anchors, Sport Charms & Pendants 
• Hundreds of Rings for Ladies, Gents and Children 
• Diamonds, Sapphires, Rubies, Emeralds, Opals, Onyx, 
Blue Topaz, Amethyst, Pink Ice, Birthstones, Etc .. .. 
• In Store Same Day Sizing Available On Most Items Purchased. 
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"" SANDY HOOK 
LOCATED 1 MILE EAST OF MOREHEAD ON U.S. 60 
Your Authorized 
Buck Knife Dealer! 
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* Guitar Strings 
* Picks, Tuners 
• Straps 
• Mandolins 
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DATE OPPONENT TIME 
TIME 
NOVEMBER 
DATE OPPONENT 14 Fort Campbell ( exhibition) 5:15 
NOVEMBER 23 at Appalachian State 11 :45 
9 Ukrainian National (exhibition) 7:30 7:30 26 at Wright State 
14 Fort Campbell (exhibition) 7:30 DECEMBER 
22 West Virginia State 7:30 4 7:00 at Radford 
25 Thomas More 7:30 6-7 TBA 
27 at UNG-Greensboro 7:00 
at Liberty Tournament 
30 at Clemson 7:00 
(Morehead St. vs Liberty, 
DECEMBER 
Marshall vs New Hampshire) 
1 :00 15 at Kent 
5 at Wisconsin-Milwaukee 8:30 18 Ball State 7:30 
12 Kentucky at Louisville, Ky. 8:00 20 8:30 
16 UT-Martin 7:30 




19 at Louisville JANUARY 
27-28 at All College Tournament, Oklahoma City, Okla. TBA 2 7:30 at Northern Kentucky 
(Morehead State, Texas Christian, 8 at Eastern Kentucky• 5:15 
Coastal Carolina, Oklahoma) 11 Tennessee State• 5:15 
JANUARY 13 Tennessee Tech• 5:15 
8 at Eastern Kentucky' 7:30 18 6:30 at Southeast Missouri• 
11 Tennessee State• 7:30 20 6:15 
13 Tennessee Tech' 7:30 
at Austin Peay• 
6:30 25 at Middle Tennessee• 
16 at Alcorn State 8:30 27 6:15 
18 at Southeast Missouri• 8:30 
at Murray State· 
FEBRUARY 
20 at Austin Peay' 8:30 3 5:15 Eastern Kentucky· 
25 at Middle Tennessee· 8:30 5 at Kentucky 7:30 
27 at Murray State• 8:30 8 Murray State• 5:15 
FEBRUARY 10 Middle Tennessee· 5:15 
3 Eastern Kentucky• 7:30 13 7:30 Marshall 
5 UNG-Greensboro 7:30 15 5:15 Austin Peay• 
8 Murray State• 7:30 17 Southeast Missouri · 5:15 
10 Middle Tennessee· 7:30 22 at Tennessee Tech• 2:00 
15 Austin Peay• 7:30 24 at Tennessee State• 6:15 
17 Southeast Missouri• 7:30 26 Cincinnati 7:30 
20 at Liberty 7:30 
22 at Tennessee Tech' 4:00 
24 at Tennessee State• 8:30 All times Eastern 
MARCH ·ave Games 
6-8 OVC Tournament, Lexington, Ky. "A.M. 
All times Eastern and p.m. 
•ovc Games 
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University Administration 
Dr. C. Nelson Grote 
President 
Dr. C. Nelson Grote became the 
11th President of Morehead State 
University on July 1, 1987, 
returning to the campus where he 
began h is career in higher 
education administration nearly 
three decades earlier. It was a 
move, Dr. Grote said, that 
brought him "back home". 
Intensely interested in economic 
development, President Grote has served on various 
economic development commissions at the national, state 
and local level and has participated in trade missions to 
China, Japan and Germany. Dr. Grote also has taken 
leadership roles in education consortia, promoting 
cooperative efforts in education at a ll levels, and in 
encouraging partnerships between business and 
education. 
Acutely aware of the implications of a global 
marketplace, he is committed to internationalizing MSU's 
curriculum and is continuing his long-standing interest 
in sister city relationships. 
Currently serving on the committee on International 
Programs of the American Association of State Colleges 
and Universities (AASCU), Dr. Grote visited China a 
second time in 1989 to establish exchange agreements 
between MSU and universities in the Peoples Republic 
of China. His extensive European travels include 
attending a weeklong workshop for educators in Belgium 
on the European Common Market. 
Active in the region, Dr. Grote is an ex-officio member 
of the Morehead-Rowan County Chamber of Commerce 
Board of Directors and a member of the executive 
committee of the Kentucky Council on Economic 
Education. He serves on the boards of the Jesse Stuart 
Foundation and the Blue Grass Council of the Boy Scouts 
of America as well as the Endowment Committee for the 
Appalachian Ministries Education Resource Center. A 
charter member of the Morehead Optimist Club, he is a 
life member of Optimist International. 
A former dean of MSU's College of Applied Sciences 
and Technology, Dr. Grote left the University in 1971 to 
become president of Schoolcraft College, Livonia, Mich. 
In 1981, he was named chancellor of The Community 
Colleges of Spokane, a post he held until returning to MSU. 
The Illinois native first came to MSU in 1960 as an 
associate professor and chair of the then-Division of 
Applied Arts. Dr. Grote earned the Ed.D. degree at the 
University of Illinois, the M.Ed. degree at the University 
of Missouri and the B.S.Ed. degree at Eastern Illinois 
University. In 1978, he received the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award from EIU. 
Dr. Grote and his wife Wilma have three children: Mrs. 
Sonny (Carol) Jones, Mrs. Dave (Jan) Adams, and Mark, 
all of whom live in Seattle, and four grandchildren. The 
Grotes are members ofMorehead's First Christian Church. 
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Member F.0.1.C. 784-8966 Equal Housing Lender 
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Athletic Administration and Staff 
Keith Kappes 
Vice President for 
University Advancement 
Keith Kappes, a native of 
Carter County, has served since 
'" August, 1973, as the chief public 
relations officer of Morehead 
State University. 
As MSU's vice president for 
,. university advancement, he 
reports to President C. Nelson Grote and is responsible 
for supervision of the University's activities in alumni 
relations, athletics, community relations, conference 
services, development, legislative relations, media 
relations, printing services and publications. 
A former newspaper, wire service and broadcast 
journalist, Kappes came to the University in 1969 as a 
writer in the campus news bureau and later became sports 
information director. He held various administrative 
Steve Hamilton 
Athletic Director 
One of Morehead State's most 
successful athletic alumni, Steve 
Hamilton begins his fourth year 
as athletic director of his alma 
mater. 
A standout performer in 
baseball, basketball and track 
during his playing days for the 
Eagles, Hamilton has been the 
University's athletic director since July, 1988, after 
serving one year as acting athletic director. 
He has known success as an Eagle athlete and as an 
Eagle coach, ranking tops among all-time baseball 
coaches with 305 career wins in 14 seasons. His teams 
won five divisional championships and two OVC 
champirmships. His 1977 and 1983 teams participated in 
the NCAA baseball tournament. 
As an athlete, Hamilton played on championship teams 
in basketball, baseball and track. He established five MSU 
records in rebounding and is the Eagles' all-time leading 
rebounder and fourth-leading scorer. He earned basketball 
All-America honors in 1957. 
Hamilton continued his success after college, pitching 
positions in institutional advancement before being 
promoted to vice president on July 1, 1990. He also serves 
as a part-time faculty member in journalism. 
Kappes is a graduate of Hitchins High School and 
Ashland Community College and holds bachelor's and 
master's degrees from Morehead State. He also attended 
Marshall University. 
Kappes is a member of the Morehead Tourism Commis-
sion and former president of the Morehead-Rowan County 
Chamber of Commerce and the Kentucky Council for the 
Advancement and Support of Education. He is a former 
member of the Morehead City Council and the Morehead-
Rowan County Industrial Development Authority. 
MSU's chief advancement officer is married to the 
former Janet Hobbs of Ogden, Utah. They have eight 
children. 
11 years in the major leagues. He hurled for the Cleveland 
Indians, Washington Senators, New York Yankees, 
Chicago White Sox, San Francisco Giants and the Chicago 
Cubs. The originator of the "Folly Floater", he pitched 
in two World Series with the Yankees. 
He also starred on the hardwood, playing two years 
with the Minneapolis Lakers, becoming one of only two 
professional athletes to play in both a World Series and 
NBA Championship Series. 
After retiring from professional baseball in 1972, 
Hamilton was named manager of the Johnson City 
Yankees of the Appalachian League for the 1973 season. 
He also served as pitching coach for the Detroit Tigers 
in 1975. 
Hamilton, a graduate of Charlestown (Ind.) High 
School, earned a bachelor's degree from MSU in 1958 and 
a master's degree from MSU in 1963. He is married to 
the former Shirley Potter of Raceland, Ky. They have four 
children, Stephanie (Turner), Elizabeth (Monet), Robert 
and Daniel. 
He was recently inducted into the Ohio Valley 
Conference Hall of Fame, and will soon be inducted into 




YOUR TRAVEL AGENTS 
CONNIE BRYAN 
The expert at turning your vacation dreams into delightful reality. 
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The expert at arranging your business travel, convention trip or company meeting. 
The expert who knows the "ins and out:;" about hotels, sightseeing, tours , cruises, 
car rentals, meeting and convention facilities , restuarants-and-THE BEST AIR 
FARES available. 
Your travel agent works hard for you! Whether you desire pampering and luxury or 
low fares and economy, it costs no more to get the best. 
GATEWAY TRAVEL 
"Your Gateway To The World" 
214 East Main Street 
Morehead, KY 40351 
784-0000 or 1-800-264-0000 
E3 - ESS 
Dick Fick 
Head Coach 
Dick Fick, an 18-year veteran of the college and high 
school coaching ranks, became men's head basketball 
coach at Morehead State on May 23. 
The 38-year old native of Joliet, Ill., came to MSU after 
serving ·six years as an assistant coach at Creighton 
University . 
During his tenure on the staff of Coach Tony Barone at 
Creighton (1985-91), the Bluejay's record included three 
straight 20-win seasons (24-8 in 1990-91, 22-10 in 1989-90 and 
20-11 in 1988-89), two trips to the NCAA tournament and a 
trip to the NIT. The 1990-91 Creighton squad beat New 
Mexico State in the NCAA regionals before losing to Seton 
Hall in the Final 32. 
Fick was in charge of Creighton's recruiting, scheduling, 
travel and scouting, as well as on-floor preparation. 
Creighton's 1987 recruiting class was ranked number one in 
the Missouri Valley Conference and 45th nationally. 
Prior to joining the Creighton program, he spent six 
seasons at Valparaiso (1978-85) where he handled 
recruiting, scouting and various coaching and ad-
Dining at Its finest 
HOLIDAY INN 
MOREHEAD 
Junction 1-64 and State 32 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
606-784-7591 
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ministrative duties as Valparaiso entered NCAA Division I. 
For one season (1977-78), he was the head basketball 
coach at Joliet West High School. He spent one season at 
Aurora Central Catholic High School (1976-77) and led his 
team to the Illinois state championship finals and the 
school's first-ever sections and supersectional cham-
pionships. 
Fick graduated from Joliet West High School in 1970. He 
earned a bachelor's degree from Lewis University in 1975 
where he was an outstanding pitcher on Lewis' two NAIA 
national championship baseball teams. He earned a 
master's degree from Valparaiso in 1982. 
He and his wife, April, have a daughter, Kylie, and a son, 
Jeff. 
Fick On .. . 
Goals: Our goal is to be a championship team in the Ohio 
Valley Conference. In doing so, we attract quality students 
to compete in the classroom and on the cour t. Challenging 
these kids physically and mentally throughout their 
careers at MSU will result in success in their classes and in 
basketball. As we develop a team of successful students 
and players, the championships will come. 
Recruiting: Our staff evaluates students on their grades, 
ability to pass, catch, handle and shoot, and most im-
portantly, on their level of competing. We then educate 
them about MSU and our basketball program. We want 
students who want to be at MSU .. . pride in being a major 
college basketball player at MSU is very important in who 
we recruit. 
Morehead: What a beautiful setting for a University ! The 
area, with its trees, mountains, and most of all its people, is 
a great place to live and work. Everyone is a basketball 
fan, and, to date, everyone has at least one opinion on 
basketball. I love it. Walk down the streets and people wave 
and stop to talk hoops . These people want a team to be 
proud of, and they deserve it. 
Merle Kidwell 
Assistant Coach 
Merle Kidwell, a graduate 
assistant last season for the 
Morehead State basketball 
program, begins his first season 
as assistant coach at Morehead 
State. Kidwell came to MSU 
after serving one year as 
assistant basketball coach and 
sports information director at 
Shawnee State. 
Following an outstanding athletic career at Lewis County 
High School in Vanceburg, Ky., he played one season of 
basketball at Shawnee State, then a junior college. He then 
transferred to Otterbein College where he served two years 
as a student assistant basketball coach. 
Kidwell, the son of long-time Lewis County basketball 
and baseball coach Gary Kidwell, earned a bachelor's 
degree in English from Otterbein in 1989. 
MSU BASKETBALL 
Getting Started 
Be · s Here 
784-4158 
The first step to saving 
for his college education 
often begins before he's 
taken his fir st steps . 
Fact is, the sooner you 
start putting money 
into a sound savings 
plan, the better able 
you'll be to meet the 
growing financial 
demands of higher 
education down 
the road. 
Because a good 
education is as 
important to us 
as it is to you, 
get started now 
by calling this 
number and ask-
ing about our 
savmgs plans. 






Bill Gleason, who has 37 years 
of basketball coaching ex-
perience, begins his first season 
as assistant basketball coach at 
Morehead State. 
The 61-year old native of 
Chicago comes to MSU from an 
assistant coaching position at Tennesee-Chattanooga. 
During his 10 seasons at UTC, the Moes were 214-90 (.704), 
won seven Southern Conference regular season titles, four 
Southern Conference Tournament championships and 
par ticipated in four NCAA Tournaments and four National 
Invitational Tournaments. 
Gleason graduated from St. Gregory High School 
(Chicago) in 1948 and earned a bachelor's degree from 
DePaul in 1952. 
He began his coaching career at Chicago's St. Benedict 
High School (1954-59). From there, he moved on to DePaul 
For 28 Years, 
Your Quality 
Health Care Team 
222 Medical Circle Morehead, KY 
606-784-6661 
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Academy, where he coached current DePaul Head Coach 
Joey Meyers. At Loyola Academy (1968-80), he led his team 
to four league titles and became the first Catholic league 
coach to take a squad to the state tournament. He sur-
passed the 500-victory mark in 1978, and he has been in-
ducted into the Illinois Basketball Hall of Fame. 
For one season (1980-81), he was the head coach of the 
Chicago Hustle women's professional basketball team. 
Gleason is well-known throughout basketball circles and 
annually conducts summer clinics in the Chicago area. He 
has also conducted clinics in Europe. 
He is married to the former Corky Martin of Chat-
tanooga, and he is the proud father of 15 children. 
James Farr 
Assistant Coach 
James Farr , a former standout basketball player and 
student assistant coach a t Creighton, is in his first season 
as an assistant basketball coach at Morehead State. 
Farr joined the MSU staff in November after serving for 
more than a year as assistant basketball coach and 
associate director of admissions at Hales Franciscan High 
School in Chicago, Ill. 
A 1989 graduate of Creighton, Farr captained the 1989 
Bluejay Missouri Valley Conference championship team. 
He was first team All-Missouri Valley Conference and most 
valuable player at Creighton his senior season. Eagle Head 
Coach Dick Fick was an assistant coach at Creighton 
dur ing Farr's career . 
Before attending Creighton, he earned an associate 
degree from Northwest Community College in Powell, 
Wyo. He earned second team junior college All-American 
honors his final season at Northwest. 
The 24-year old Farr is a graduate of Mount Carmel 
Catholic High School in Chicago. He is single. 
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22 Martez Ballard F-G 
6-2, 180, So. 
40 Doug Bentz C 
6-9, 200, Jr. 
54 David Derozier C 
7-0, 225, So. 
Louisville, Ky. 
North Bullitt High School 
Marietta, Ohio 
Marietta High School 
Toulouse, France 
West Florence (S.Ca.) 
High School 
"SUPER 8~ 
Wishes The MSU Eagles 




•Queen Size Waterbeds 
Rt. 32/1-64 
606-784-8882 
~ (Nationwide) 1-800-800-8000 ...-. 
Ken-Mor 
Stone co., Inc. 





P.O. Box 729 
Morehead, Ky 
(606) 784-5730 




Todd Geyer F-C 





10 Mike Helton G 
6-0, 165, Fr. 
Ashland, Ky. 
Fairview High School 
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35 Mike Mennenga G 
6-3, 175, Jr. 
Rantoul, ill. 
Rantoul High School 
MOREHEAD IS A GREAT PLACE 
TO LIVE AND VISIT!! 
* Outdoor Recreation * Majestic Scenery 






It's A Good Investment! To Join Call (606) 784-6221 
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14 P.J. Nichols G-F 
6-7, 200, Sr. 
30 Brett Roberts F 
6-8, 230, Sr. 
Vic Saunders F 
6-5, 195, Fr. 
Marion, lli 
Marion High School 




Waggener High School 
---------------------•······································, • • 
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33 Mitch Sowards G 
6-5, 195, Sr. 
Huntington, W. Va. 
Huntington East 
High School 
4 Pat Tubbs G 
5-11, 160, Sr. 
Portsmouth, Ohio 
Portsmouth High School 
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32 Reese Turner F 
6-5, 175, So. 
Lantana, Fla. 
Santaluces High School 
Students Let ... 










OPEN 24 HOURS 
*Full Service Station 
ATLAS TIRES 
With Road Hazard Warranty 
BROGAN'S CHEVRON 
SERVICE CENTER & FOOD MART 
Chevron Chevron 
=== 784-7998 === 







*Coin and drop-off laundry 
• Dry Cleaning 
1 .......,-.. *Suede 
DRIVi:-UP WINDOW 
Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sat. 8 a.m. to 12 noon 
Open for business ... 
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sun. 12 to 10 p.m. 
235 E. Main 
Game Room While You Wait 
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t 
15 Don Tyndall G 
5-10, 155, Jr. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Kelly Wells G-F 
6-6, 210, So. 
24 Greg Wheeler G 
6-4, 185, Sr. 
Ashland, Ky. 




Green High School 
See Us For All Your Furniture & 
Floor Cover Needs! 




CARPET AND FURNITURE 
1 ¼ Mile North of Trademore Shopping Center On Hwy. 32, 
Look For The Big Round Metal Building, Morehead, Kentucky 
PHONE 784-8305 
Good Luck Eagles! 
For All Your Tire and 
Auto Service See ... 
Trademore Auto Center 
Phone 784-84 73 




Head Women's Coach 
The Morehead State University Lady Eagle basketball 
program begins its eighth season t•nder the guidance of 
Loretta Marlow. 
Marlow directed the Lady Eagles to a 13-14 record last 
season. Her seven year record is 99-100. She was the Ohio 
Valley Conference's Coach of the year in 1988-89 when she 
lead the Lady Eagles to an 18-10 mark. 
Marlow received her bachelor's degree in physical 
education from Tennessee Tech University. in 1978. She 
earned a master's degree in physical education from MSU 
in 1979 while serving as a graduate assistant coach for both 
the Lady Eagle volleyball and basketball teams. 
Marlow then became an assistant coach under former 
Lady Eagle skipper Mickey Wells. During her five years as 
assistant, Marlow helped the Lady Eagle program enjoy 
five winning seasons, including two 10-win seasons, an OVC 
tournament championship. a KWIC championship and two 
Phillip M. Tackett 
Certified Public Accountant 
Phone: 
(606) 784-5642 
P.O. Box 864 
Morehead, Ky. 40351 
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OCV tournament second places. 
A four-year letter winner in both volleyball and 
basketball at TTU, Marlow played under coach Marynell 
Meadors. During Marlow's years at Tech the Golden 
Eaglettes participated all four years in either the AIAW 
regional or national tournament in basketball. 
Marlow was a standout basketball player at Wartburg 
(Tenn.) Central High School, helping her team to the 
regional tournament for four ye:1rs and receiving all-region 
honors herself as a senior. 
Marlow coached the MSU Lady Eagle Softball team two 
seasons and took her squad to the AIA W National Slow 
Pitch Tournament. She was named the KWIC Division II 
coach of the year after guiding her team to a state cham-
pionship. 
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William T. Marlow of 
Wartburg, Tenn. 









Cr11yson Office • 474-7811 
Olin H■ Offict, • 286-4451 
Member FDIC 
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MOREHEAD STATE EAGLES 
Head Coach: Dick Fick 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS POINTS 
4 Patrick Tubbs G 5-ll 160 Sr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Portsmouth, Ohio 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
10 Mike Helton G 6-0 165 Fr. 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 8 
Ashland, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
14 P.J. Nichols G 6-7 200Sr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Marion, Ill. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
15 Don Tyndall G 5-10155Jr. 1 2 3 
4 5 6 7 8 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
22 Martez Ballard G-F 6-2 180 So. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Louisville, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
24 Greg Wheeler G 6-4185 Sr. / 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Ashland, Ky. - - 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
30 Brett Roberts F 6-8 230 Sr. \ \ I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 South Webster, Ohio 9 10 11 12 13141516 1 2 3 4 5 
32 Reese Turner F 6-5 175 So. \ \ I I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Lantana, Fla. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
33 Milch Sowards G-F G-5195 Sr. I I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Hunington, W. Va 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
35 Mike Mennenga G 6-3 175 Jr. I / 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Rantoul, Ill. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
40 Doug Bentz F -C6-9 200Jr. ' 
. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Marietta, Ohio 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
52 Scott Yabnke C-F 6-8 230 Fr. I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Glen Dale, W. Va 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
54 Da vld Derozler C 7--0 225 So. ' ' I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Toulouse, France 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
r 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 
' J I 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
I I r 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 1i 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
MOREHE AD STATE LADY EAGLES 
Head Coach : Loretta Mar low /; I 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS POINTS 
10 Sherita Joplin G 5-5 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Williamson, W. Va. I 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
11 SIi•- Litton G 5-4 Sr. I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Maysville, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
12 Jde Belcher G 5-7 Fr. 
L -' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
15 Brenda English G 5-9 Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Olive Hill, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
20 Sondi Eden G 5-10 Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Crawfordsville, Ind. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
~2 Beth Prince G 5~ Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Morehead, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
23 Kari Ann Belcher G 5-10 So. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Elkhorn City, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
24 Stacey Spake G 5~ So. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Elkhorn City, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
32 Tonya Tallbacka G 5-11 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Ashtabula, Ohio 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
33 Beth Ousley G 6--0 Sr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Morehead, Ky . 9 10 111213 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
40 oeverly Smith f>' 6-1 Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Silver Grove, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
44 Julie Magrane C 6-1 Sr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Morehead, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
52. Julie Ainsworth C 6-2 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Dorr, Michigan 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
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TENNESSEE-MARTIN PACERS 
Head Coach: Cal Luther 
FIELD GOALS FREE THROWS FOULS POINTS 
12 Will Rowland G 6-2165 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Murfreesboro , Tenn . 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
20 Richard Woods F / G 6-3 170 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Peoria, 1IJ. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
21 Marcus Washington G 5-9155 Sr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Bowling Green, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
22 Doug Schieppe G 6-2 180 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Lebanon, Ill. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
24 David Taylor G6-0165 Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Memphis, Tenn. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
30 Brad Misner F / G 6-5190Sr . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Hoopeston, Ill. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
31 Mark Hardy G 6-1190 Sr . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Martin, Tenn. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
32 Brice Bloodworth F / G 6-5185 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Goodlettsville, Tenn. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
33 Eric Brooks G 6-2190 Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Kenton, Tenn. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
34 Darrin Bowling F 6-7 200 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Plainfield, Ind. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
40 Tim Britt C 6-8 210 Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 South Fulton, Tenn. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
41 Tab Vowell F6-4 200Jr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 South Fulton, Tenn. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
42 Greg Butler F / G 6-5 195 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Mayfield, Ky. 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 2 3 4 5 
44 Chris Busyn C 6-8 225 Fr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Wilmette, Ill. 9 10 11121314 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 1112 1314 15 16 2 3 4 5 
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Johnnie Williams G 
6-5, 195, So. 
Marion, Ind. 
Marion High School 





52 Scott Y ahnke C 
6-8, 230, Fr. 
Glen Dale, W.Va. 
John Marshall 
High School 
12 Julie Belcher G 
5-7, Fr. 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Elkhorn City High School 
MSU BASKETBALL 
"Revival In Rupp" 
"A Revival in Rupp." That's 
the theme for the 1991-92 Ohio 
Valley Conference Men's 
Basketball Tournament, 
which will take place March 
6-8 in a city long known for 
its rich basketball tradition, 
Lexington, Ky. Famed Rupp 
Arena, site of numerous 
basketball championships 
and the 1985 NCAA Final 
Four, will host the 29th annual 
OVC classic. 
Previous OVC tournaments 
played at neutral sites were 
the championships from 1949 
to 1955 in Louisville, Ky., and 
the OVC Christmas Tourna-
ments from 1964-1967 also 
held in Louisville. The 1989 
tourney was played at the 
Municipal Auditorium in 
Nashville, Tennessee. All 
other tournaments have been 
played at various on-campus 
sited throughout the years. 
Tournament headquarters 
for this year's event will be the 
Hyatt Regency Hotel in 
Lexington, immediately 
adjacent to Rupp Arena. 
Three first-round games will 
be played on March 6 with the 
regular season champion 
receiving a bye. Both 
semifinal games will take 
place the evening of March 7 
with the championship game 
following the afternoon of 
March 8. ESPN will televise 
the championship game for 
the sixth straight year. 
Ticket books for the three-
day affair are priced at $75, 





David Smalley is in his third 
year as an assistant basketball 
coach. Prior to his coming to 
Morehead State, Smalley 
served as a graduate assistant 
coach for the Bowling Green 
State University women's 
basketball program. 
A native of Peebles, Ohio, Smalley earned a bachelor's 
degree from Rio Grande in 1982 and was a two-year 
member of the Rio Grande basketball team. He earned a 
master's degree from Bowling Green in the spring. 
Smalley spent three seasons as assistant boys· basketball 
coach at Warren Local High School in Vincent, Ohio and 
two years as head girls coach at Warren Local. 




Janie Robinson is in her third 
year as an assistant basketball 
coach for the Lady Eagles. 
Before coming to Morehead 
State , Robinson played 
basketball at Centre College 
where she also received her 
Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Business. 
Robinson a native of Middlesboro, Ky., is the daughter of 
David and Ann Robinson. 
PAGE 19 
Larry Fannin 
Chevrolet - Pontiac - Buick, Inc. 
Serving This Area 
___ For 43 Years! __ _ 
Chevrolet - Pontiac - Buick - GM 
A-1 USED VEHICLES 
, . 
Excellent Selection 
Complete Vehicle Care 
Larry Fannin 
Chevrolet - Pontiac - Buick, Inc. 
'After We Sell, We Serve" 
784-6411 
East Main Street Morehead, Kentucky 
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23 Kari Ann Belcher G 
5-10, So. 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 
Elkhorn City High School 






15 Brenda English G-F 
5-9, Jr. 
Olive Hill, Ky. 
West Carter High School 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
DELIVERS® ... 
Before & After 
The Game!!! 
784-8977 
123 West Main St. 
•Free Prescription Delivery •First Aid and Sick Room Supplies 
•Vitamins and Non-Prescription Medication •Photo Finishing 
•Notary Public •Senior Citizen Discounts 
•Computerized Family Record of 
All Your Prescription Purchases 
•Hospital & Convalescent Aids (Sales or Rentals) 
"We Appreciate Morehead State" 
ALL THIS PLUS EVERYDAY LOW 
PRICES AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL 
SERVICE 
Use Your 
Student Discount Card 
MSU BASKETBALL 
10 Sherita Joplin G 
5-5, Fr. 
Williamson, W.Va. 




44 Julie Magrane C-F 
6-1, Sr. 




Air Sn/m• Fli:,:/1/ Lri1•. 
MINT/NS 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
a &a Main Strftl Morehead. Ky. ~ = 
When You Think Tires, Think 
FOLEY & DANA'S TIRE CENTER 
'7t's A Great Place To Buy Tires." 
You're #1 With Us, and 








Foley & Dana's Tire Center 
121 Bradley Avenue 
Foley's Ashland----
Ash/and. Service Center "'\.# 
245 Flemingsburg Road VALYOUNf 
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40 Bev Smith C 
6-1, Jr. 
Silver Grove, Ky. 
Silver Grove High School 
When Buying or Selling 
Real Estate 
Only One Organization Can 
Serve Your Every Need ... 
Bank 
~ Philip Lawson Real 
ORRUS. 
SANDY HOOK, KENTUCKY '(=} Estate & Auction Co. ;,1-.. '!. FARMS-HOMES-ACREAGE ra 




; .--:.. ,: MOREHEAD - 784-6000 
.......... ~• 11 FRENCHBURG - 768-3583 
11£Mefn WEST LIBERTY - 743.7355 
Philip Lawson Broker 768-3583; REALTOR• 
Greg Keeys Sales Associate 784-001 0; Dan Kiser 
Sales Associate 784-3190; Pam Battson Sales Associate 
784-2553; James Jefferson, Jr. Sales Associate 784-4541 ; 
Bazie Dulan, Ill Sales Associate 743-7355 
~"----l~~~~#C=~,....1 
t.1SU BASKETBALL PAGE 23 
r 
24 Stacey Spake G 
5-6, So. 
32 Tonya Tallbacka G-F 
5-11, Fr. 
Elkhorn City, Ky. 






For great tasting Roast Beef and Chicken Sandwiches, 
Salads, Kids Meals and more, more, more. 
We'ue got what you like, at an affordable price. 
It's not whether you 
win or lose, it's 
where you go after 
the game! 
Whether you're celebrating with one of our delicious sandwiches, or 
drowning your sorrows in one of our Great Shakes, Rax is always the 
best place to tackle an appetite after the game. 
402 W. Main St., Morehud, KY 40351 
We Are With 
You Eagles 
World Wide Travel Services 
See Us For All Your Travel Needs 
We Offer 5200,000 Flight Insurance 
At No Cost To You 
There Is No Charge For Our Services. 
~U'[?(R(LQ~(Q 1rfnA'\1f?ll0 O~ctQ 
324 EAST MAIN STREET 
Morehead, Kentucky 40351 
784-4003 1-800-248-6793 
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Eagle Athletic Fund Contributors 
July 1, 1990-June 30, 1991 
BALDRIDGE LEXTER BOB'S FOOD SERV. KAELIN JOHNS. SZCZERBA WT.LLlAM L Champions BUCKNER WINSTEAD T BOND HANK KEADLE JAMES 8 . UNROEGARY 
($1,000-up) CITIZENS BANK BROCK JOHN H. KJDWELL L R. VlCTOR DA YID 
COLUSJOHN E BROWN WALLACE MJCHAEL KITTELL DANA C. WATSON FLOYD R. 
ALLENJOHNE CONN RAYMOND L BURCHETT TROY L KOGER GLENN WELLS JAMES WARREN 
ASHLAND OIL, INC FOSSETT R. THOMAS BURKHARDT JOHN T. LeGROS JAMES P. WELLS MARY ELLA 
BLAKEMAN RESTAUR GRIFFITH-MOORE C& C DRUGS MARTIN BILL BURNS WELLS ROBERT MICHAEL BOYD CO. FORD HALL BOBBY N CAMJC LARRY D. MARTIN WAYNE WILSON LARRY ADRIAN BRADLEY WILLIAM E. HALL CHEVROLET CAUDILL CHARLES D. MARZETT! LAWRENCE A YANCY T HOMAS L CAMPBELL CHEVRO. JOE HEILIG-MEYERS COLLIS ERIC R. MAY DEPT. STORES ZUCCOLA JOHN C. CARTER LAWRENCE M LEESTEVENM COLUMBUS SO. POW MORICLE JOHN COLE-FORD-MERC. MAPLE SHADE CONFORTI DORIS NATYSHAK WALTERJ. Century DAKK, INC. MOREHEAD CLINIC CRAYCRAFT MICHAEL V. NCR FOUNDATION $100-$199 DOMINO'S PIZZA McDONALD'S.MHD DAY RAYMOND C. NETHERTON LARRY JOE FANNIN CHEVROLET LARRY OLD SOUTH DIST. DOAN MYRON NEVILLE FRANK ADKINS NOVA SHANNON GRIFFITH ENTER. PACK'S, INC. DOWNS DUANE D. NORRIS COLUMBUS E. ALFREY GEORGE D GTE SOUTH PLA YFORTH ROSCOE H. E. TOWN VISITORS OUSLEY PAUL J ALLEN JOHNNY DALE HAMILTON DIST. POKLEY NORMAN J . 
ENSIGN ALMA M. PEOPLES BANK-SH AM. CY ANAMLD CO. HANLIN BILL D. RAVENSCRAFT F. A. FAMILY HEALTH CL POHLAD BERNARD ANDERSON FLOYD C. HOLIDAY INN REDWINE WI LLIAM H 
FANNIN JOHN WALLACE POWELL GERALD LEE ANDERSON MARVIN A IBM CORPORATION RMK ENTERPRISES 
FEATHER, INC. PROCTOR COLE ANDREW ARMSTRONG JIM J ACOR ROBERTSON FRANK H. 
FTELDSC. M. QUEEN HARRY THOMAS ARMSTRONG RICHARD LEWIS C. ROGER ROEJACK 
ASHLAND OIL FOUN LONG JOHN SILVER SEREY PATRICK FIRST FEDERAL RADERJACKL 
BAILEY ROY MOREHEAD N. BANK TOM'S PIZZA FOGLE JAMES GORDON RAMEY CARL VlCTOR 
BARBER Wll.I..lAM E MSU QUARTERBACK WENTZ BYRON E. FRALEY LAWRENCE RATLIFF DENZIL 
BARON JAMES R McHUGH R. THOMAS WRIGHT'S PHOTO FREDERICK & MAY RAYMER WTLLIAM T. 
BENNETT SHELLEY E PARK NEWSPAPERS GREENFl ELD DANA G. RAZOR JOHNE 
BERRYHILL STEPHEN E PEOPLES FIRST BANK Blue-Gold GROTE NELSON REDWINE WILLIAM R. BIG J ENTER. PEPSI COLA CO. $200-$499 GSELLOTTOJ REYNOLDS CUSTER 8 . BIG PERRY GULF PORTER CHARLES G. HAMILTON STEVE ABSHER RICHARDSON CO. BlLOTI'A JOSEPH T ROWAN RESTAURANT ABNER CONSTRUCT HAMMONDS MARION FRENCH RlEDlNGER JAMES R. BLACK JOSEPH A SHONEY'S ADAMSDAVTD HAROLD WHITE LUM RUSSELL DON BLACK TODD M.M. SIMMS PHILLIP MARTIN ADAMS PAUL HAMPTON HASLOCK C. EDWARD SADOWSKJ DARREL BOLTWlLLIAM DAVID STOKES PAUL R AT&T FOUNDATION HA YES MARY LOU SCOTT EWELL G. BRANHAM EDGELLE WORKMAN LARRY D BARRETT LAWRENCE M. HEDGES J AMES SCOTT WILLIAM JEFFREY BREEDlNG BETTY RAYE BA YLOG BRYON HENDERSHOT DONA.LOW. SIMMONS JOHN F BROCK AL Competitors BELLAMY HAROLD HICKS JIMMIE A SLONE ROBERT A. BRUMFIELD DILLARD J . $500-$999 BlNDER ALVIN D. HOLTGREVEN J OHN V. SMITH KENNETH J . BRUMFIELD G. T. BLACK'S FLOWERS HOPKINS TERRIL L SMITHS SPORTS BUCKLES L. A. ALE-a-ONE NA BLAIR DONALD E JACOBS TERRY S. STACY RANDY L BURTON EVERE'rf ALLEN'S FOODTOWN BLONG SARAH ELIZABETH JOHNSON RANDALL T . STANDARD TOBACCO CABLISH HOMER G. 
"See Breezy 
For All Your 
Housing Needs" LARRY C. BREEZE 
139 E. Main St. 784_9757 Morehead 
-SALES PEOPLE-
Randy Ntwsemt 714-9646; R.G. Ev1r11II A9'nt/Auctllneer 784-2592; 
Joe Mavk 714-4412; Gary Tl'lllt 714-6395; Canal .llllnslfll 784-4020; 











CARR WALTER W. 
CASTLE LONNIE 
CAUDILL FRED 
CAUDILL RONALD JACKSON 
CHANEY REX 
CHANEY RUSSEL ROSS 
CHAPMAN THOMAS E. 
CHAPMAN WALTER E 
CHOE HONGJ 
COCA COLA COMP. 
COLLINS MICHAEL 
COMMERCIAL BANK 






DAUGHERTY JOHN T. 
DAWAHARE S. F. 
DAWSON JOSEPH E. 
DAY CHARLES WTU.IAM 
DAY ROBERT B. 




EISERT RICHARD KENT 
ESTRIDGE EDWARD E. 
FAIRVIEW HIGH 
FALCONE VALENTINO J 
FARLER THURMOND EDWARD 
FARME.RS ST. BANK 
FIRST FEDERAL 
FLA TT DAVID DORAN 
FLUTY JAMES A. 
FLYNN WILLIAM T. 
FOUCH BILL B. 
FOWLER NOLAN 
FRANKS CHARLES D. 
FUGATE MONROE 
GARDNER HERBERT R 
GAREEWAYNEA 
GEN. TRAFFIC 
GEVEDON ROY DOUGLAS 
GIPSON LA VERNE 
GTE EMP. FUND 
GUENTHER PAUL F. 
HALL ANDREW CLARK 
HAMMANN GEORGE 
HANCOCK CHARLES D 
HARDIN COUNTY 
HASSELBACH MICHAEL L. 
HA YES SCOTT D. 
HERMANSDORFER PAMELA A 
HESS/ COPY CATS 
HJLL ROBERT R 
HlTCHHARRY 
HOCKER CARL WAYNE 
HOLBROOK HAROLD E. 
HOPKJNS MAUREEN S. 
HOWARD JEROME M 
HOWERTON CARLL. 
HUESEMAN JERRY W 
INCO ALLOYS ITL. . 
INSKEEP ROLAND L. 
IRWIN JAMES C. 
JETT KENNETH W 
JOHNSON CENT. HS 
JONES TAMI B 
KAPPES KEITH RATCLIFF 
KENNEY JESSE L 
KESSLER MARC E 
KJNNAIRD RONALD L. 
KJNOSHITA GEORGE 
KIRTLEY GORDON S 
KNOX EDWARD GEORGE 
KOHLER ROBERT M 
KRING RAYMOND L. 
LAPPIN RUTH A 
LEACH ROGER 
LEMASTER JOYCE B 
LETCHER NORMAN 
LIGHTFOOT DA VlD L. 
LITTERAL RAY 
LUCKEY GEORGE M. 
LYSIEN JOHN JOSEPH 
MAGGARDS STORE 
MANUEL DONALD R 
MCDANIEL GLENN R 
MCGARY LILLIAN M. 
MEARS INSURANCE 
MESCHER STEVEN KEITH 
MICHAEL WILLIAM DAVID 
MOSESJOHNC 
McCORMJCK JAY M. 
McMAHAN POWER 
NORTHCUTT & SON 
O'CULL JOHN D 
O'NEAL GARY A. 
OSBORNE JAMES B 
OXLEY LUSTER C. 
PAJNTSVJLLE OFF. 
PARR EUGENE Q. 
PATTON CHARLES LEE 
PIERCE DOUGLAS R 
PIZZA HUT 
QUILLEN SAMUEL WlLEY 
RAMSEY HENRY S. 
REEDER GREGORY K. 
RICE VlRGINlA H. 
RICHARDS JEFFREY L 
RILEY WILLIAM L 
SALISBURY JAMES D 
SALVATO ANTHONY V. 
SCO'IT EDWARD J. 
SEALMASTER 
SHOUPE CARL 
SKAGGS BILLY W 
SLONE LARRY A 
SOWARDS E. KAY 
SPENCER IRVIN E 
SPITZER PAULL. 
STAMPER JEFFREY DAVID 
STRJCKER STEVEN P 
SUGIURA TAKASHE 
THOMASMJCHAELJOSEPH 
TIERNEY RONALD W 
TINGLE CHARLES W. 
TRABANDT ELIZABETH HAZE 
TRI.STATE BEAUTY 
U.S. SHOE CORP. 
UMBERGER JERRY W 
VANBEVERSLUYSORVALJOHN 
VAUGHN JERRALD R. 
WALKER HARRY A. 
WALLACE CLARENCE 
WEIR JERRY L 
WELLS RANDY C. 
WHALEN ELZA 
WHEELER ALBAN LEWJS 
WHEELER CHARLES D. 
WHEELER GREGORY J. 
WHEELER MONT J . 
WIGGERS JOHN J . 
WILLIAMS PAUL J . 
WILLIAMS RICHARD W 
WILSON ARCHIE 
WOODBURY 
YOUNG CHARLES M 
YOUNG JOANNE C. 
YOWAN JAMES W. 
Loyalty 
$50-$99 
ADAMS ROBERT TATE 
ALFREY MARY ANNE 
ALLEN HUBERT L 
ALLENDER DEWEY RAY 
ALSOFROM MARTIN M 
ANDERSON SALLY JOSETIE 
APPLE RONALD L. 
ARNE'T'T LARRY NEJL 
ASHBY J LOWELL 
AUTON KEVIN DWAYNE 
BANKS EVELYN 
BAYLESS JOSEPH L 
BEALL JOHN MORSE 
BEASLEY DANJEL E 
BEETZ CHARLES P 
BEHYMER THOMAS A 
BELCASTRO JOSEPH 
BETSCHERJAMESJ. 
BISHOP JOYCE SNAPP 
BIZZELJACK E. 
BLAJRALTA 
BLAIR WALTER LAWRENCE 
BLEVINS WALTER 
BLOSS FRANK M 
BRADFORD PEGGY S 
BRADLEY WILLIAM R 
BROWN PAUL DA vrn 
BRYANT IV AL D 
CALLIHAN MARK D 
CAMPBELL ANNA FRANCES 
CAMPBELL DARRELL 
CANADA ROBERT M. 





CASSADY CARLOS ROBERT 
CASSITY JAMES W 
CASTLE LINDA F 
CAUDILL TERRY 
CHURCHMAN DA VJD S 
CITIZEN'S DEP. 
CLARK OIL CO. 
CLAYTON TOM P. 
COBB RICHARD B 
COHAN THOMAS M. 
COINER GEORGE R 
COLLINS LINDA S 
COMBS GAYLORD E 
CONLEY KEVIN M 
CONLEY WENDELL L 
COOKSEY REX DAVID 
COOPER CHRIS MICHAEL 
COOPER DOROTHEA C. 
COUNTS WlLLIAM HUBERT 
CRESS GARY FRANKLIN 
CRISP TOM A. 
CROMIS CURTIS W 
CROWDER LARRY L. 
CSX CORPORATION 
CUNNINGHAM RICHARD A. 
CURNUTTE DA VJD M 
CURRY RICHARD L. 
D.B. SATEUTE 
DAVIS BILLY 
DAYTON ARTHUR BRUCE 
DERRICK DA vrn J 
DILLON THOMAS 
DILS MOTOR CO. 
DIXON MARK A 
DOAN OTIS 
DOTSON BARRY D. 
DOWNS DARRELL D. 
DRABENSTOTT MARY JO 
DUDLEY SAMUEL COURTNEY 
DUFF BIRCH ELL 
DUFFJAMESO 
EAVES MONTEST 
EDDCNGTON JOHN T. 
EDINGTON MICHAEL R 
EDMONDSON ALAN 
ELDRIDGE KEVIN FRANKLIN 
ELLIS BEN R 
ELLIS CHARLES W 
ELLIS JEFFREY LEE 
ENDERS MJCHAEL 
EPPERSON WENDY M. 
EVANS PAULA L 
FAMILY FED. SAV. 
FANNIN DELMADGE 
FEIX WALLACE B 
FERGUSON LANCE STIRUNG 
FIRST AMERICAN 
FIRST NAT. BANK 
FISCHER GEORGE 
FITCH JOHN HARVEY 
FOXTHOMASM 
FRANCIS FRED L 
FRENCH RONALD J 
FUGATE JOHN R 
FULKS THOMAS 
FULTZ GINA LOUJSE 
G & D TRUCKJNG 
GAY JAMES L. 
GERMANO DEBORAH A 
GIBBS HAROLD M 
GfBSON H. WAYNE 
GrLLEM GAJL W 
GrLLEY CHARLES 
GLEASON PATRICK T. 
GRAHAM MARSHALL RAY 
GREEN CLYDE BOYD 
GREENE JAMES BERT 
GREENE JOHN W. 
GREENHALGH SUE R. 
GROSS RODNEY T 
GUENTHER PAULE. 
GULLE'IT NELSON H 
HACKWORTH JOHN 
HALL CAROLYN L 
HALL DOUGLAS RAY 
HAMM JOHN RJCHARD 
HARVEY JEAN ANN 
HAYESGARYP 




HlLL BE'ITY JO 
HILL CHARLES E 
HILL JAMES FRED 
HILLERICH JAMES A 
HOLTON DAVID L 
HORNE ULYSUSC 
HOST W. JAMES 
HOUCHEN CAROL F. 
HOWERTON LONNJE WALLACE 
HUBBARD JERRY 
HUDSON KIRK ALAN 
ISHMAEL JAMES D 
JAKOBSON JOHNI 
JARVIS ARTHUR L 
JONESG. R. 
KETCHUM GEORGE B 
KINTZ NORMAN D. 
KINZER TERRY G 
KISER DANNY R 
KLINE RUSSELL H 
KOGER ANNA JOYCE 
KROTH PAULC 
LACY JOHN ANDREW 
LAFFERTY CLYDE E 
LAMOUREAUX NED R 
LESZCZUK LINDA 
LITTON RICHARD 
LOEW DOUGLAS C 
LOOS CHRISTIE L. 
LUSTJC JOSEPH A. 
LaRUE'S SER.CTR. 
MARTJN, JR. ROBERT CAREY 
MASYS ROBERT A 
MAY DOUGLAS C 
MCCOY CINDY L 
MCGRATH ROBERT LEE 
MCKEETOBYL 
MCMil..LEN GERALDINE H 





MIHALJK LISA ANN 
MILLER JOHN D. 
MILLER RODNEY DON 
MILLONIG SUSAN K. 
MITCHELL JOHNNY 
MODERN ELEC. 
MOORE GORDON V. 
MSUSGA 
MULLIKEN DAVID K. 
MURPHY JOHN M 
NEELY DAVID J 
NICKELS GLENORA H 
O'DONNELL JAMES 
O'HEARN DAVID C. 
OSBORNE DENNIS C 
OWEN JAMES T. 
PALLAS CHRIS G 
PARKS DONALD LACY 
PATTERSON ROBERT LLOYD 
PAWLIK RICHARD STEPHEN 
PECK PATRICIA E 
PELPHREY JOHNDA K 
PETIT CHARLES E. 
PHELPS WILLIAM L. 
PHILLIPS BRADLEY M. 
POBSTJACK 
POWELL HARLEY HOWARD 
POYNTER GARY PHILUP 
PRATER JULIA APPLEGATE 
PRICHARD ROBERT L 
PROUDFOOT WARREN H. 
PURVIS INS. AGY. 
RADCLIFFE MARJORIE W 
RAJNES PAUL A. 
RA TUFF ALBERT HERALD 
RATLIFF RONALD D 
REAM MARYE. 
REDDICK JOHN Q 
REMAXHOMES 
REUSCH MARGIE F. 
RJCHARDS ROBERT WILLIAM 
RJCHIE ANNA LOIS 
RJR DRUG DIST. 
ROHN DONALD D. 
ROSE BENNIE 
ROSE E. TEBAY 
ROSE GAYLE 
ROSE ROBERT E 
RUARK AMY N. 
RUBLE SAMUEL D 
RUDD SANDY 
RUPP RONALD LEE 
RURAL CITY CONST 
RUSH GREGORY A. 
RUTSCH DONALD H. 
$ABIE MOHAMMED 
SABO ARTHUR WUJ.JAM 
SALAZAR ROSENDO 
SAL YER GREGORY S. 
SAXON DA VJD J 
SCHLEMMER JAMES R. 
SCHMIESING DA VJO 
SCHOENBERGER J . A. 
SCUCHTER KARL P 
SEARCY JAMES D 
SELVAGE ESTA M. 
SHANNON RUTH B. 
SHANNON WJLLIAM F. 
SHAPLAND BONNIE D 
SHARPTlLFORDHARDIN 
PAGE 25 
SHEARER ROBERT FRAZlER 
SIMON RICHARD W 
SIMPSON STEPHEN L 
SKAGGS PATRICIA C 






SMITH PAUL D. 
SNYDER SAMUEL O. 
SORRELL ROBERT 
SPANIOL FRANK J . 
SPONSELLER ROBERT L 
SPURLOCK CHIRO. 
STEARCY JAMES D. 
STEINER GERALDINE 
STEINER JOHN V. 
STERUNG TRAVEL 
STEVENS THOMAS E. 
STEW ART KIM D. 
STOKES JOHN M 
STORCKMAN ROGER J 
STORY JAMES L. 
STRJCKLAND JAMES C. 
STUMP ALLEN G. 
SWEENEY HARRY FRANCIS 
THOMAS CLYDE A. 
THOMAS DELANO 
THOMAS WILLIAM E. 
THOMPSON CYNTHIA L 
THOMPSON KENNETH E 
THOMPSON PAT 
THOMPSON R. PERRY 
THOMPSON WILLIAM D 
TRIMBLE JAMES D 
TUCKER ROBERT G. 








WASHKO JOHN F. 
WATSON DAVE A 
WATTS IRVIN B 
WEBB HERMAN JACK 
WEBB ROBERT L. 
WELLS EDT. 
WELLS JAMES C. 
WENZ CHARLES 
WEST END FURN. 
WESTERFIELD HENRY F 
WHEARY SUSAN E 
WHEELER ARLlS W 
WHITAKER ARLIE B 
WHITE CALVIN 
WHITE NEVA V 
WHITE ROBERT H. 
WHITE RUSSELL E 
WHI'IT KENNETH R 
WILLIAMS LINDA 
WILLIAMS NANCY C. 
WILLJAMSON ELECTA JANE 
WILLJAMSON PAUL 
WRIGHT BRETT A 
YENTES GERALD L 
YORKTOWN CORP. 
YOUNG ROGER S. 
Other 
$ 1-$49 
2 MOTOR CENTER . 
ACKERT G. JEFFERY 
ADAMS BRENDA 
ADAMS CHARLOTTE G 
ADAMS LAWRENCE H 
ADAMS LOU 
ADKINS MALLIE W 
ADKJNS PALMER R 
ADKINS RICKY CLAYTON 
ADKJNS WAYNE A. 
ADVOCATE 
AKERS STEVEN RAY 
ALCORN JOHN M. 
ALFREY PAPER 
ALLAJN BETH ANNE 
ALLEN ANNA JEAN 
ALLEN CARL 
ALLEN DANNY 3 
ALLEN DONALD RAY 
ALLEN GERALDINE R. 
ALLEN JACK R. 
ALLEN LETHA M. 
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ALLEN MELINDA A 
ALLEN MlLFORD RAY 
ALLEN PERRY P 
ALLEN'S SPORTING 
ALLGEIER JOSEPHINE G. 
ALLIO CHARLES W 




ANDERSON NAGATHA V. 
ANDERSON VIVA H 
ANDERSON WALTER C. 
APEL EARL COLLINS 
APUN LAV AOUS L 
APPELT JENNJFER M 
ARNETT ELMER B 
ARTHUR MARYL 
ATCHlSON KATHRYN M. 
ATKINSON CHARLES A 
AUBRY JOHN T. 
AUXIER DORA DENISE 
BAASJOHNJ 
BACH RALPH 





BALLABAN THOMAS N. 
BALLARD LESLIE 
BALLARD RANDALL E. 
BANDA CAROLE 
BANK OF THE MTS. 
BANKS ANGELINE ELIZABETH 
BARBER GEORGE O'ITO 
BARBOUR DENNIS R 
BARKER CHARLES R 
BARK.ER LELIA M. 
BARK.ER LORI ROBIN 
BARKER STEPHEN W 
BARNETT DANNY H. 
BARNETT JAMES L 
BARR DOROTHY H. 
BARTH MARGARET F 
BARTKO BARBARA K 
BATES DINAH MICHAELLE 
BAUMAN THOMAS A. 
BAUMGARTNERJOELE 
BA YLOG LARRY 
BAYS CARL 
BAYS CAROLYN G 
BEAM KENNA ANN 
BEAMER DAVID L 
BEARD JUDY 
BEARD PHILLIP LAWRENCE 
BEARD TRUCKING 
BEEKMAN GALE 0. 
BELLAMY GREG S. 
BELLAMY RAYMOND D 
BENNINGER GENE 
BENTLEY PHYUJS J 
BENTLEY ROBERT W 
BENTZ RICHARD 
BERRY HERBERT 
BERTRAM SANDRA S 
BE'ITERINI ROBERT L 
BEVINS JOSEPH D. 
BEVIS SUSAN J 
BffiB CAROLYN C 
BIDDLE WILLIAM B 
BIG4 
BINGHAM DAVID LEE 
BISHOP COLLEEN C. 
BISHOPP.J. 
BLACKBURN OLIVER 
BLACKFORD EUGENE T. 
BLACKSTONETRACI M 
BLAIR AMELIA M 
BLAIRG. L 
BLAIR JANJCE 
BLAIR SHARON K 
BLEVJNS JAMES G. 
BO'S FLOWERS 
BOLDEN RF. 
BOND COZETTA A 
BOND RALPH H. 
BONN DELLA CANDICE 







BOWLING FLO ANN 
BOWLING MACK 
BOYD EUZABETH M 
BOYD G. RUSSELL 
BRADEN THOMAS L 
BRADLEY MARVIN L 
BRADLEY ROMA WILSON 
BRADY GEORGES. 
BRANDON LARRY J . 




BREWER GREGORY D 
BREWER JULIE K 
BREWSTER DAVID C. 
BRIGGS DONNA L 
BROWN&WJLL 
BROWN ANITA S 
BROWN BARRY L. 
BROWN BILL 
BROWN GARNET 
BROWN GASTON Z. 
BROWNJOEC. 
BROWNJOHNC 
BROWN MICHAEL L. 
BROWN NANCY M. 
BROWN ROBERT R 
BROWN ROBERTA R. 
BROWNING LISA 
BROWNING LONNY G. 
BROWNING WILMER CARROLL 
BROWNLEE MELVIN 
BRUNK DAVID 
BRUNS FRANK P 
BRYANT HAREST 
BRYANT WAYNE A. 
BRYENTON ROBERT W. 
BUCK GEORGE M 
BUCKLEY PAMELA A 
BURCHETT LEON 
BURGESS GEORGE R 
BURKAM TIMOTHY D. 
BURKE JAMES G 
BURKE LARRY 
BURKHAMERJEFFREY ALAN 
BURNETTE THOMAS L 
BURROWS DALE L. 
BURTON EMOGENE P 
BURTON GARY R 
BURTON LETTIE M 
--------------------110 Piece Family Meal $999 : 
I • 10 Pieces of Chicken 
I • Pints of M.shed Pot.toes &. Gr.wy I 
I • Pint of Cole S&Aw I 
I • 4 Buttermilk Biscuits I 
I Co.,pon pd lo, Original R«ipo' 0, utra Tcnly C,;lf>Y"' ., rr ~ I o..d..n. Co,,,(,;......, ..+,;11/do,I, onion only. Vc,l;d GI .AC'-• 
I ~ EXPIIES MARCH 31, 1992 "MSU" I 
·------------------~ nobcx:ty's cookin' like today's KFC'! 
BURTON LORENE F 
BURTON NORMAN E. 
BUSCH HAROLD E. 
BUSH JOHNT 
BUSH RUSSELL T . 
BUSH SHERRILL DAVID 
BUTCHER CARL THOMAS 
BYARSOONW 
BYRD GENOA 
C. ROGER LEWJS N 
CAHALL DENNIS L 
CAIN ANNA R 
CAIN BRADLEY 
CAIN HAROLD WADE 
CAIN RICKY J 
CALDWELL RAY D. 
CAMARGO TRANS.CO 
CAMPASSI LA.RRY A 
CAMPBELL JUDY MCBRAYER 
CAMUEL ROBERT G. 
CANN ROBERT L 
CANTRELL JUDITH A 
CANTRELL THOMAS 
CAR CARE CENTER 
CARLIER PAULJ. 
CARLIN KATHRYN ANN 
CARPENTER RICHARD LEE 
CARR DARREL D. 
CARRASQUERCAROLHILL 
CARRICO WJLLlAM T . 
CARROLL STEPHEN 
CARSON CLEAVLAND R 
CARTER JUDITH H. 
CARTER THOMAS A 
CARVER KAYEG. 
CASSADY WARREN G 
CASSITY SHIRLEY J 
CASTLE CHARLES M 
CASTLE THOMAS R 
CASTLE'S JEWELRY 
CAUDELL JOHN W 
CAUDILLCHARLO'ITE HICKS 
CAUDrLL CHARLOTTE JEAN 
CAUDILL CHERYL A 
MSU BASKETBALL 
CAUDILL JAMES ROGER 
CAUDILL ROGER 
CAUGHRON M. K. 
CAUMMISAR ROBERT 
CAVALLI NI MIKE A 
CAVALLO ANTHONY J 
CHAMBERS BENNY W. 
CHANDLER DA V1D M. 
CHANDLER MEL 
CHANEY SANFORD 
CHAPLEAU BONNIE S 
CHAPMAN CYNTHIA S. 
CHAPPELL JAMES E. 
CHEESEMAN JEAN M 
CHENAULT WALTER R. 
CHILDERS DOROTHY H 
CHIN TERRY JAY 
CHIULLI ANTHONY THOMAS 
CHOUINARD LARRY 
CHRISTIAN DOUGLAS 
CHRISTMAN MARC D. 
CHRISTY GARY J 
CICHOCKI MARTIN C 
CIESLAK LEONARD K 
CITIZENS NAT BK 
CLARK DANNY RAY 
CLARKE. K. 
CLARK KEN 
CLARK SANDRA L 
C LAUSS KARL G. 
CLAXON J ACALYN E 
CLAY RANDLE EARL 
CLAY THOMAS E. 
CLEA VER DA VJD WILLIAM 
CLEVENGER JOHN MARCUS 
CLOUGH DEBORAH S 
COATIE ROBERT 
COBURN JILL A 
COCAGNE NANCY S. 
COGSWELL CAROLYN SUE 





COLLINS JAMES E 
COLLINS LARRY GAIL 
US Hwy. 32 at I• 64 784-6636 . 
- MOREHEAD,KENTUCKY 
MSU BASKETBALL 
:::OLLJNS RICKY E 
:::OLLINS ROBERT D 
:::OLLINS ROBERTA L 
:::OLLJNS RONALD G 
:::OLLJNS TAMMY K. 
:::OLVlN RICHARD 
:::OMBS MARY ANN 
JOMBS OLIVER G. 
:::OMBS ROGER D 
:::OMBSSHEREE DIAYN 
:::OMMODORE JERRY MILES D 
::ON AG HAN WILLIAM DA VlD 
)ONLEY DOROTHY 
)ONLEY LINDA COLLIER 
)ONLEY ROSELLA M. 
)ONLEY ROY H 
)ONLEY WILLIAM L 
)ONN CATl-ffiYN H 
:::ONN KENNETH B 
JONN PHILIP W. 
)ONN SHERRY 
)ONWAY BEVERLY J 
)OOK DONALD R 
:::ooK LARRY 
:::OOKE DA VlD R. 
)OOLEY MINERVA HOLBROOK 
)OOMBS MARYE 
)OOPER REBECCA M. 
)OPE FORREST H 
)OPELAND SUSAN KAY 
JOPLEY BOYD 
JORBETT JOSEPH E 
::ORDER STEVEN MONROE 
:::ORDIAL JASON 
:::ORNETT KEITH 
)ORNETTE GREGORY KEITH 
)ORNETTE TRULEY 
::ORRELL DAN EUGENE 
JOSTON STEVEN RUSSELL 
JO'ITEN JOHN E 
)OTTON CHERI 
)OUNTS WILLIAM HUBERT 
)OX AEROLENE I 
)OX AUTO PARTS 
JOXJACK 
::ox JANICE D 
::OX JUANITA Q 
)OX LA VERNE K 
:::RABJLL STEPHEN DELMAR 
JRABTREE CRAIG ALLEN 
JRABTREE TAMALA RHEN A 
)RAFrTHOMAS D 
) RAFI' W ARDIE 
)RA.IGMYLE WTLLIAM R 
)RA WFORD BRUCE FOSTER 
) RAWFORD HOWARD E 
)RAWFORD NYOKA F 
)REECH OTTIE 
)REIGHTON VERNON E. 
)RICKARD JENNIFER L. 
)RISP EDWARD LEE 
)RISPJACKIE D 
)ROSWELL NANCY S. 
)ROUCH RUTH MYERS 
JROW NANCY JEAN 
) ROZIER JAMES 
JRULLINEZ 
JRUME GARY JOSEPH 
JUNNINGHAM GREGORY A 
JUNNINGHAM STEVEN PAUL 
)URRY FORREST S 
)URRY HARVEY L 
JURTIS BRINTON EUGENE 
JUSHNER JAMES A 
JUTLIP JEFFREYS. 
JUTI'S DAVID R. 
J&GMINING 
)AILEY JAMES ROBERT 
)AILEY KIMBERLY 
)AILEY NANCY C 
) AILEY PAULA BETH 
) ALEY MARGARET ANN 
) AMRON TIMOTHY P 
)ANIEL ROGER D. 
)ANTELS JAMES 
DANIELS WILLIAM N 
DANNER JOHN H 
DARLING KENNETH E 
DAUGHERTY DENNIS M 
DAUGHERTY ELMER R. 
DAUGHERTY GLADYS F. 
DAUGHERTYTODDHOWARD 
DA VlDSON JEFFREY W 
DA VIES TERRY L 
DA VIS DA V1D R 
DA VlS DIANE L 
DAVIS GARRY 
DAVlS KRISTINA LYNN 
DAVIS LAWRENCE W. 
DA VIS SHERRI L 
DAWSON BILLYE. 
DAY FRANCES A 
DAY MARION THOMAS 
DAY RONALD GLENN 
DEATON GARY W 
DECKARD AMY K. 
DECOURLEY ERNEST 
DEETER PHILIP ARLON 
DEFOREST WILLIAM STEW ART 
DEHNER TRUMAN L. 
DELANEY BRIAN 
DEMOSS GERALD L 
DEMPSEY HARRY J 
DENTON WILLIAM A 
DESKINS KATHY H. 
DESKINS THOM G. 
DEVINE MARCIA A 
DEVINE TIMOTHY J 
DEVOTO STEVEN E 
DEWEESE CHARLOTTE DEAN 
DIALSCON 
DIAMAN BERNICE A 
DIAZ HECTOR D. 
DICKENS RICHARD L 
DICKERSON AUSTIN 
DICKERSON DA VlD E 
DICKERSON THOMAS W 
DILS LINCOLN 
DfNGUS RALPH W 
DITTUS OLIVER E 
DITTY EARLENE 
DIXON RUBYE 
DODD RICHARD THOMAS 
DODRIDGE STAN 
DOHN DANNY LEE 
DOLLAR TERRY Z 
DOWDY DEWIE M 
DOWNS PATRICIA S. 
DOYLE DONALD B 
DOYLE R DENNIS 
DRAKE TIMOTHY ERROL 
DREHER KYLE MARIE 
DUDLEY CAROLYN JOYCE 
DU ERK DA vm H. 
DUGGER WTLLIAM V. 
DULIN CATHERINE GENTRY 
DUNAWAY GRACE A. 
DUNAWAY WES 




DUPREE RENEE M 
DURKIN BARBARA J 
DUTTON JUDY G 
DUVALL GARRY DAVID 
DUVALL PATSY JANE 
DYE PATRICIA R 
DYER GARY LEE 
DeBOARD OIL CO. 
DeMOSS RA YMONA C. 
E.C.R. INC. 
EARHART CHARLOTTE 
EARLEY KENNETH R 
EASTERLING CLEAH H. 
EDEN RONALD R. 
EDWARDS MARK G 
EGGER LOURAlNE D 
ELDRED LORI H. 
ELLINGTON FREDERICK R 
ELLIOTT KENNETH STEVEN 
ELLIOTT LOUIS 




EMERY H RICHARD 
EMMONS BROOKS 
ENSOR TERRY WAYNE 
EPLING ROBERT 
EPPERSON GROVER 
ESHAM KAREN P 
ESTEP LAWRENCE 
EVANS AL 
EV ANS OVERTON C 
EWERS BERNARD 









FERGUSON GREGORY A. 
FERN KENNETH 
FERRELL STELLA A 
FETTER THERESA ANN 





FINLEY GLENDA L 
FIORILLO CATHERINE 
FISH & SON INS. 
FISHER ROBERT L 
FISHER STACEY L 
FITCH LINDA P 
FITE REBECCA F 
FITHEN DEWEY ROGER 
FITZGERALD LYNNE 
FLANNERY JAMES M 
FLECK ELIZABETH FIELDS 
FLEMING ALAN D 
FLETCHER ELLA M. 
FLINN JOHN K. 
FLOOD ROBERT J 
FLORA DEREK ALAN 
FOGT KEITH M 
FOLEY EDSEL E 







FRALEY ROBERT A 
FRANCIS CYNTHIA BENTLE 
FRANCISCO MORRIS CRAIG 
FRANKENFIELD ROBERT B 
FRANKLIN BETTY J 
FRANKLIN GERALD L 
FRANKLIN ROBERT J . 
FRAZIER DOUG 
FRAZIER MARIE M 
FREDERICK RANDOLPH 
FRIECE NEDM 
FRIZZELL BRENT D 
FUGATE SHARON JEAN 
FUGATE Z. CLINTON 




FULLER J1MMY D 
FULLER NORINE R 
FULTON MIMA L 
FURLONG CASSANDRA D 
FUTRELL BRENDA NELL 
GABBARD JOHN D 
GAFFORD RICHARD D 
GAINES DUDLEY G 
GAITHER CYNTHIA V. 
GALLAGHER JESSIE M 
GALLAGHER ROMEY 
GAMBLE KEITH R 
GARCIA FRANK E 
GARRETT ARNOLD C 
GARRISON JERRY C 
GARRISON KEVIN A. 
GASTON.SCOTT SARAH B 
GAUNCE DEANE JEWELL 
GEORGE JAMES 
GEORGE MARTIN W 
GIBSON JAMES M 
GILLESPIE JEAN MARIE 
GILLILAND LARRY 
GILMORE WILLIAM F. 
GLINES WESLEY W. 
GLOVER STELLA 
GLYNN KAY 
GOBLE VIRGINIA S 




GOLDSMITH CLIFFORD S 
GOMES JUUE C 
GOODMAN PAUL H 
GOODYKOONTZ LOTTIE G 
GORE VALENCIA BRITTINA 
GOSSETT ROBERT L 
GOWIN ANNEM 
GR.AAS JOSEPH DAVID 
GRACE ROGER L 
GRAFF GEORGE G. 
GRAHAM DERRICK W. 
GRAVESBOYDJ. 
GRAVES LARRY W. 
GRAY CHARLES 
GRAY DAVID WAYNE 
GRAY JOHN 
GREEAR DEWEY 
GREEN CHARLES WAYNE 
GREENW.T. 
GREENE CHESTER W. 
GREENWELL DONALD R. 
GREERPAULR 
GREGG ROBERTS 
GREGORY ALICE A 
GREGORY JAMES S 
GREY MICHAEL L 
GRIER WILSON C 
GRIGSON DANIEL F 
GROOMS JUDY 




GULLEY MICHAEL A 
GULLION LARRY WILLIAM 
GUNNELL DONALD 
HAASJAMESM 
HACKWORTH BOBBY LEE 
HADDIX BEULAH M 
HAINES SHARON L. 
HALE DARRIN KEITH 
HALL BETTY LEE 
HALL CAROLYN 
HALL CHANCIE MAE 
HALL DANITA R 
HALL DAVE 
HALL DAVID M. 
HALL DA YID ROBERT 
HALL JOANN 
HALL LINDA NICHOLS 
HALL WILLIAM H. 
HALLENBECK DEAN 0 
HALLER PAUL C. 
HALSEY GENEVA L 
HAMBLIN VALERIE H 
HAMBRICK WALTER 
HAMEISTER BARBARA L 
HAMILTON DANIEL H. 
HAMILTON GOLDIE E 
HAMILTON HA YES E 
HAMILTON HERSH ELL P 
HAMM KEVIN 
HAMMWAYNED 
HAMMONDS PHYLLIS A 
HAMPTON RAYMOND 
HANCOCK JOHN E 
HANEY HOWARD 
HANNAH ELIZABETH T. 
HANSFORD S HERMAN 
HANSON BETHANN 
HAPPENNY JACKIE 
HARDEMAN CAROLYN DIANNE 
HARDIN GWENDOLYN S. 
HARDIN MICHAEL DUANE 
HARDY BETH W. 
HARNESS DEBBIE 
HARNEY ALAN C 
HARP RICKEY DEAN 
HARRELL GLORIA S 
HARRIS DARRIN WAYNE 
HARRIS JAMES A 
HARRIS KELLY 
HARRIS RICHARD H. 
HARRIS SUSAN M. 
HARRISON JUDY K 
HART JOYCE 
HART RON 
HARTLAGE MARY LEE 
HARVEY SANDRA KA YE 
HARWELL CANDISE DENISE 
HATTON ANTHONY RAY 
HATTON MARY 
HAWKINS DENNIS W. 
HAYS C HEVROLET 
HAYS NANCY DALE CORNETTE 
HAZELETT KAREN L 
HEID KE DAVID 
HEIMS ANDREW P. 
HEISMANN LEONA C. 
HELPHINSTINE FRANCES L 
HELTON PAULE. 
HEMINGER VICKI L 
HENCYE THOMAS 
HENDERSON DEBORAH LYNN 
HENDERSON EDNA 
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HENDRICKSON KATHLEEN S 




HERRSTEIN FAY P 
HERSHNER ELIZABETH A 
HESTER SCOTT 
HETZER EWS P. 
HIBSER FRANK L 
HICKS DOYLE C. 
HICKS BRENDA P 
HICKS KAREN LEE 
HICKS RITA M 
HICKSENHYTSER D. A. 
HIGGINS J. THOMAS 




HILL KIMBERLY J 
HILL LORETTA H. 
HILL MlCHAEL DEAN 
HILLTERRYT 
HIMES BRENDA R 
HINKLEJOEJ 
HINTON JUDI A 
HIROSE GLEN 
HITCHCOCK PAUL WILSON 
HOBDAY KENNETH 
HOFSHARONF 
HOFFMAN JAMES E 
HOGGISAAC 
HOGGE CAROL FAITH 
HOH JOSEPH EUGENE 
HOLBROOK CHESTER WADE 
HOLBROOKJAMEST 
HOLBROOK QUENTIN 
HOLBROOK STANLEY G 
HOLLIDAY MALCOLM H 
HOLLKAMP JOHN 
HOLLON GARY LEE 
HOLLOWAY JAMES W 
HOLWEGER JUSTIN W. 
HOLZCAROL P 





HOPKINS WILLIAM C 
HOPPER AARON 
HOPPER HAROLD H. 
HORN ROBERT 
HORTON CHARLES J . 
HOUSER STANLEY J. 
HOWARD BILLY WAYNE 
HOWARD CLIFFORD 
HOWARD JAMES B. 
HOWARDJOANNA 
HOW ARD KERRY K 
HOWARD LAWRENCE H 
HOWARD QUENTIN R. 
HOW ARD RY AN ABNEY 
HOWELL LARRY E 
HOWERTON ROBERT F. 
HOWITZ RONALD A 
HUBBARD CECIL 
HUBBARD MILDRED A 
HUBBELL ROGER D. 
HUDAK MARLENE 
HUDSON BETTY M 
HUFFAKER WILLIAM M 
HUFFMAN JEFFREY L 
HUFFMAN RALPH T. 
HUGHES SHIRLEY A. 
HULL CHARLES WILLIAM 
HULLJAMESE 
HUMMELDORF LORETTA E 
HUMMER THOMAS E 
HUNTCLELL 
HUNT JIMMIE NELL 
HUNTJlJNE 
HUNTER JOHN EDWARD 
HURST ANNE KENDALL 
HUTCHINSON DAVID R 
HYDEN DONNA 
IDEN BENJAMIN H 
fNFUSINO ROBERT A. 
INSKO PHYLLIS J 
ISAAC KATHERINE L. 
ISAAC RICHARD D 
!SON DONALD 
!SON GERTRUDE S 
!SON JAMES PAUL 
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ISON KEVIN J . 
!SON PHILLIP 
ISSAC JAMES 0 
JACKSON ARTHUR E 
JACKSON BERENICE H 
JACKSON C. LYNN 
JACKSON DENNIS 
JACKSON GEORGE R 
JACKSON JAMES E. 
JACKSON RUTH H 
JAISINGH LLOYD R. 
JAMES CLYDE !VAL 
JAMES RICKY 
JAMESON JOHN LELAND 
JAMISON PATSY C. 
JANSON KATHLEEN A 
JARRELL VERLA SUE 
JATAPAUL 
JAYNE JACQUELINE 8 
JEFFERSON CAROLE A 
JENNINGS JUDITH A. 
JESSEE KENNETH M 
JETTOPALB 
JOHN DENISE G 
JOHNS HAROLD G. 
JOHNSON CHERIE RENEE 
JOHNSON CLARENCE W 
JOHNSON CONNIE W 
JOHNSON JEAN E 




JOHNSTON CAROLYN L 
JOHNSTONE RODNEY E. 
JOLLY JUDY B 
JONES BARBARA 




KALAMBAHETI VIVIAN E 
KALLNER ELMO G 
KANDIK RICHARD J 
KARKOSKA PAUL R 
KARNES NANCY L 
KARWATKA DENNIS 
KASKEL DA YID L 
KEARNEY J MICHAEL 
KEENE MARCUM 
KEES FRANK EDWARD 
KEETON CHESTER 
KEETON GREGORY W 
KEETON ROGER E. 
KEGLEY FREDA J 
KELLY ANNA 
KELLYJOHNH 
KELSCH ANGELA ROSE 
KEMPLIN DALE 
KENNARD SHIRLEY A 
KINCAID JERRY D 
KINCER CLINTON 
KING J . C. 
KING RAYMOND H 
KINMAN GARY 8 
KINOSHITA MITZI M. 
KINOSHITA RICHARD K.. 
KINOSHITA SUMIE 
KfRACKA LORRAINE 
KIRBY MICHAEL H 
KIRKPATRICK WILLIAM R 
KIRKWOOD HAROLD C 
KIR1'Z JOHN R. 
KISER DA V1D A 
KLEBER JOHN EDWARD 
KLEIER MARK J . 
KMECAK RONALD A 
KNIGHT JAMES A 
KNIGHT MICHAEL R. 




KOONTZ HAROLD J . 
KOPTISR REBECCA B 
KROHMER JAMES 
KRUSE LYNN D. 
KUSEL NORMAN S 
LACH GEORGE W. 
LAFFERTY SUSAN R 
LAND RICHARD LEWIS 
LANDON LOIS 
LANDRUM WILMA J 
LANE MARKE 
LAN&STUCKYFUNERAL 
LANNUING DA VTD F. 
LATHAN RICHARD C. 
LATHRAM GEORGE R 
LAWSON RITA J 
LAYNE DA V1D M 
LEAS EDWIN E. 
LEEALBlN L 
LEEOUVEF. 
LEET CYNTHIA A 
LENARZ STEVEN 
LESTER LARRY GENE 
LETCHERJAMESALLEN 
LEWIS KEITH 
LEWIS LORA JOLENE 
LEWIS MARVlNA M. 
LIBERATORE SAM 
LIERMAN ROBERT T 




LINDELL CALVIN 0 . 
LINDEMAN DANIELE. 
LINDSEY DA VTD 
LITTLE ERNESTINE W. 
LITTLE MILDRED F 
LITTLE RALPH 
LITTLE RENE' G 
LITTLER STEVE 
LITTLETON DA YID G 
LITTON SHANNON 
LOCKHART ROBERT L 
LOCKLIN KERRY B. 
LODGE PAULA M 
LOUDERBACK DONALD D. 
LOVE DANNY R. 
LOWE DEWEY 
LOWE PATSY 
LURVEY DAVTD BLAJNE 
LUSBY JUDY A. 
LUSTIC JAMES J 
LUTTRELL SAMUEL T 
LYKINS MARY LOU 
LYNCH PATRICKJ 
LYNCH PATRICK T 
LYNCH RICHARDS. 
LYON VTRGIL CORBIN 
LYONS CHARLEY 
LYTLE CATHERJNE 8 
LeMASTER JOHNNIE 
MACDONALD BRUCE W 
MACK W1LLlAM J 
MACKENZIE LOWELL T. 
MADDEN JANET 
MADDIX BEVERLY ANN 
MADDOX PHILLIP D 
MADER SANDRA F 
MADISON HTG CO. 
MAGGARD JAMES F 
MAG RANE DA VlD T. 
MAHANEY W1LLlAM R. 
MAHORNEY FAITH E 
MAJN ST. PHARM. 
MAJOR VIRGIL 
MANAHAN VANDA 8 
MANCUSO RONALD A 







MANTZ RJCHARD BRUCE 
MAPLE GROVE CAR. 
MARKWALD PETER A. 
MARLOW LORETTA A 
MARSHALL ANNA 8 . 
MARTIN CLAUDE 
MARTIN DARLENA S 
MARTIN PHILLIP J . 
MARTJN SANDRA SUE 
MASON FLOYD E . 
MASON RANDALL EUGENE 
MATHJS SHERRY J 
MSU BASKETBALi 
MATTINGLY DORIS 
MATTOX MICHAEL E 
MAUCH MARY JANE 
MAY GEORGIA C 
MAY JACK F. 
MAY VELETTAJ 
MAYNARD THURUN T 
MAYO RONNJE P 
MAYS RUSSELL 
MAYS WILLIAM LAURENCE 
MCALPIN GEORGE K 
MCCALL CLAUDIA S 
MCCARTY JOSEPHJNE D 




MCCOY TERRY A 
MCDANIEL JOE MIKE 
MCDAVID MICHAEL L 
MCELDOWNEY JEFFREY L 
MCGARY JAMES C. 
MCGEHEE JAMES C 
MCGHEE MARJLYN B 
MCGLONE CARLS 
MCGLONE CARL W 
MCGLONE DARLENE A 
MCGLONE JOSEPH E 
MCGLONE THOMAS D 
MCGUIRE CATHY L 
MCGUIBENAN 
MCGUIRE TERRY S 
MCKEE LYNDA L 
MCKINNEY BETTY S 
MCKINNEY DORCIE S 
MCLOUGHLIN THOMAS F 
MCROBERTS USA C 
MEADOWS KENNETH WADE 
MEANS MAXJNE 
MEEK DA vm MICHAEL 
MEEKIN NORMAN D 
MEISTER LENORA C 
MELTON PAULE. 
MENDEZ BARBARA C. 
MESSERLY SANDRA JO 
BRING YOUR RADIO TO THE GAME AND TUNE IN TO 
90.3 FM, WMKY 
Sound Quality From MSU 
THE FLAGSHIP STATION OF THE EAGLE SPORTS NETWORK 
Join Chuck Mraz and Tom Lewis For All The Action 
of Morehead State University Basketball 
Pre-Game Begins 20 Minutes Before Tip-Off 
MSU BASKETBALL 
METCALF ALBERT E 
METZ DU ETTA S 
MIG NERY EDWARD CHARLES 
MIKELSC. M. 
MILLER BUTCH 
MILLER CATHERINE NEWELL 
MILLER DA YID K. 
MILLER DONNA 
MILLER EARL J. 
MILLER HOY 0 
MILLER JANA L 
MILLER JO ANN 
MILLERJOHNNY 
MILLER ORETHlA M 
MILLER WANDA M 
MIRACLE GENE 
MIRACLE JANIE L 
MIRACLEJERILYNNE 
MISTER VACUUM 
MONTGOMERY RlCHARD C 
MONY FINANCIAL 
MOODY WILLIAM C 
MOOK BRUCE W. 
MOORE CHARLES DA YID 
MOORE JOSEPH B 
MOORE RONALD L 
MOORE SUSAN M 
MOORE WENDELL F 
MORGAN BILL R 
MORGAN STEVE E 
MORGAN TIRE CTR 
MOR1CLE FRANKLIN H 
MORR1S MARGARET SUE 
MORR1SON PAUL SCOTT 
MORRISON T. A. 
MORROW MICHAEL H 
MORROW SHARON A 
MOYER BRENDA 
MOYER GLADYS P 





MULLlNS SAMMIE W 
MULLINS SARAH K 
MURPHY SUNNY 
MURPHY VANDA A 
MURPHY VICKIE D 
MURRAY JAMES E 
MURREL KENNETH L 
McGUIRE FORD 
McHUGHBOB 
NALLE JAMES THOMAS 
NAPIER CAROL A 
NASH ARTHUR J . 
NAYLOR MAYNARD L 
NEFF ROBERT D 
NELSON NORMA A 
NESBITT ELIZABETH P. 
NESSLER LISA A. 
NEUMANN GREGORY KEITH 
NEWMAN HAROLD GLENN 
NEWMAN TREEVA C 
NEWSOME DARRELL 
NEWSOME HAROLD D 
NICHOLS ERNEST RAY 
NICKELLJ. MERLE 
NICKELL PAMELA A 
NICKELL VIRGINIA J 
NIEMANN ROBERT C 
NOBLE CANDY S 
NOBLE DANNY L 
NOBLE PHYLLlS H 
NORETTO C. MICHAEL 
NORGE VILLAGE 
OAKS DENNIS 
OCHSNER DONNA E 
OCHSNER RICK T 
OGGHAROLDC 
OLIVER GLENN A. 
ORME DA YID ALLAN 
ORTIZ HECTOR M. 
ORTIZ LISANDRA C. 
OSBORNE BERTHA H 
OSBORNE JAMES W 
OSBORNE LARRY 
OSBORNE RALPH 
OSBORNE RUBY J 
OSMAN DONNA D. 




PARKER JAMES A. 
PARKER JEFF 
PARKER SHIRLEY RUTH 
PARKERSON R L 
PARSONS GEORGE F. 
PATRICK DAN 
PATR1CK DONALD L 
PATRICK JOHN SAMUEL 
PATR1CK LARRY D 
PATRICK ROY 
PATTERSON CHARLES D 
PATTON JAMES M. 
PATTON KENNETH R 
PATTON ROGER K 
PAULIN GARY M. 
PAWLOWSKI PETER 
PEARSON EDWARD M 
PENCE JULIE J 
PENDLETON DIRK D 
PENEGORSCOTTROBERT 
PENN JENNY JUNE 
PEPER SUE 
PERKINS DOROTHY MAE 
PERKINS MARVIN 
PERKINS STEPHEN D 
PERRY PHILLIP M 
PETERS JEAN E 
PETR1E DOUGLAS BRUCE 
PETTIT NELSON M 
PHILLIPS ALVIN G. 
PHILLIPS DIANE 
PHILLIPS HERMAN PAUL 
PHILLIPS JERRY 
PHIPPS CAROL 
PHIPPS THOMAS C. 
PrER ALMA DOTSON 
PIERSON THOMAS W 
PIGMAN KEVIN BRIAN 
PILLING PETER 
PINSON MACK C. 
PITTS CAROL 
PLUMMER EDDIE RAY 
PONDER DOUGLAS 
POPE MARGARET B 
PORTER AMY LEE 
PORTER DA YID G 
POWELL MADELINE 
PRATER PARK 
PREECE CRAIG S 
PREECE RONALD G. 
PRESTON RUSHIE 
PRESTON TERRY 
PRICE CHARLES E. 
PR1CHARD HENRY L 
PRICHARD MARK J . 
PR1TCHARD COLLEEN MARY 
PROFFITT MICHAEL A. 
PROKSAJOHNJOSEPH 
PROW PATR1ClA A 
PURVIS KENNETH 





QUISGARD CLIFFORD C. 
RADCLIFF MARGIB C 
RADER SAMUEL F 
RAIDER ANTHONY L 
RAINEY CARLETON D. 
RAMEY MARGARET ANN 
RAMSEY C. SCOTT 
RANKIN FORREST M. 
RANNELLS JANE C 
RAPER JAMES 
RASSENFOSS GEORGE C. 
RATCLIFF LINDA L 
RATHER RUBY 
RA TUFF GERALD 
RAVENSCRAFT MICHAEL D. 
RAWLINGS HAROLD G 
RAY DERESA ANN 
RAY MARCT 
RAYBOURN ENOCH L 
RAYBURN NADA JANE 
REDDICK SCOTT 
REDWINE EDNA L 
REED HELENJ 
REED JOSEPH E. 
REEDER MAURICE G 
REEDER MILDRED REYNOLDS 
REEVES EDWARD B. 
REEVES LARRY G 




REYNOLDS NINA LOU 
REYNOLDS ROBERT C 
RlCE CHARLES NEAL 
RICE CURRALEEN E 
RICE JOHN HERMAN 
RICE LOWELL C. 
RICHARDSON CHARLES R 
RICHARDSON JEFFREY WAYNE 
RICHARDSON RAYMOND L 
RICHTER PAUL KEITH 
RIDDER ROBINN L 
RIDDLE LARRY N 
RIFFE JAMES E. 
RIGGS GLENN 
RILEY ROBIN A 
RlNGWALD TAMARA M 
RISNER BOBBY EARL 
RISNER DA YID A 
RISNER JAYNE D 
RITCHIE LARRY 
ROACH BERNARD L 
ROARK LOWELL 





ROBERTS MARJORIE C 
ROBERTS OWEN L 
ROBINSON DONALD 
ROBINSON FRED G 
ROBINSON JANET R 
ROBINSON JOHN R. 
ROBINSON LYNN 
ROBINSON RICHARD L 
ROBINSON RUBYE 
ROBINSON WOODROW 
ROBISON JANIS LYNN 
ROCK PAULAL 
RODGERS ANN MARIE 
RODGERS FREDDIE 
ROGERS BRUCE MICHAEL 
ROGERS MATTIE 
ROGERS MICHAELS. 
ROGERS WILLlAM R. 
ROHR THOMAS D. 
ROLLINS LINDA R 
ROOKS JENNIFER JO 
ROSEBYRONW 
ROSECAROLW 
ROSE ERTHEL E 
ROSELARRYG 
ROSE ROBERT E. 
ROSE VOLNEY H. 
ROSS JAMES D. 
ROUNSAVILLE LINDA S 
ROUSH TERRY E 
ROUTT RUBEN 
ROWLETT CHERI L 
ROYSE LUCIEN LEE 
RUARK PALMER D. 
RUDDELL JOE DARRELL 
RUDYDAVTDR 
RUHLMAN GLENDON R 
RUNYON SAYLOR 
RUNYONS DONALD 
RUNYONS GAYLE H. 
RUSH ANDREW J . 
RUSH DAVID L 
R USSELL EDGAR NEALE 
RUSSELL ROBERT D 
RUTH BOB DEAN 
RUTLEDGE KATHLEEN 
RYAN REX 
RY AN ROBERT L 
RYERSON RONALD R 




SALYER JESSE B 
SALYER RAMONA FLAUGHER 
SAMPAN! ROBERT J . 
SAND PATRICK 
SANDERS JEFFREY L 
SANDERS MAXWELL S 
SANDMAN SLP. CTR 
SANDY STEVEN REESE 
SANFORD DOUGLAS J. 
SANOR DENNIS W 
SAXON MELEAH DAWN 
SCAGGS MARILYN J 
SCAGGS MAXINE K 
SCALES ROBERT W. 
SCHAFER STEVE F 
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SCHAFFER BOB STEWART DEBORAH B 
SCHEID WILLIAM A STEW ART TRACY D. 
SCHLOSS DONALD W. STIDHAM WILLIE 
SCHMIDT LESLIE L STILES MATTHEW 
SCHMITT GUS A STILWELL LOREN 
SCHMITT KARL F STIMPSON MABEL A 
SCHOLTZ RUSSEL E. STINNETT MALCOLM L 
SCHOMAKER DONNA FRANCES STOBER SCOT FOSTER 
SCHOTT BILLE STOCKDALE ERNEST N. 
SCHOTT JUDITH F STONE DONALD R. 
SCHWEITZER THOMAS R STONE GORDON R. 
SCOBEE JAMES A. STONE SHARON K 
SCOTT HARLEY H. STRANGE DAIRL 
SCOTT JAMES D. STRINGER PAULE. 
SCOTT JOHN E STROSNIDER STEVE 
SEAGRA YES ERNEST EUGENE STUCKER SUSAN BERNSTEIN 
SECREST ELDON SULLIVAN ARTHUR LEE 
SECREST FRANK SULLIVAN DONNA MAE 
SEELIG JOHN MICHAEL SULLIVAN JAMES R. 
SEMPLE REBECCA J SUTER MARY C 
SETSER HOWARD L SWAIN TOM M 
SETSER JAMES L SW ARTZ SHARON K.. 
SETSOR KIM ALAN SWEATMAN ROSS W 
SETTERS DEIDRA L SWINK CHRISTINE W 
SETTY HUGH W. TACKETT ALMA E 
SEXTON CHARLOTTE LOUISE TACKETT BARBARA S. 
SHARP MARY J TACKETT CHARLES R 
SHAW CECELIA TACKETT JERRY 
SHELY WILLIAM W. TAHERI ELIZABETH A 
SHEPHERD LOIS H. TARICONE PATR1CK F. 
SHEPHERD RICHARD J. TARR JERREL D 
SHEPHERD WILLIAM H TAYLOR CHESTER S. 
SHIELDS FLORENCE TAYLOR ESTELLE 
SHIVERDECKER BONNIE G. TAYLOR LINDA L 
SHORT SELDON TAYLOR PATRICIA A. 
SHORTBRIDGE LEONARD TAYLOR PAULA J 
SHULTZ FRANK D. TAYLOR WILLIS A. 
SHULTZ KENNETH L TEABO JESSE A 
SI CREE ALBERT J. TERRILL IRA CARLOS 
SIMONS JAMES E THATCHER MELANIE J 
SIMPSON JAMES THE ET RAYMOND C 
SIMPSON SCOTT THOMAS CLARA S. 
SIMPSON SUSAN H THOMAS DA YID E. 
S INGLES EVENT THOMAS HARMAN L 
SKAGGS ESTHER C THOMAS ROSALYN 
SKAGGS LYDA PORTER THOMPSON JOYCE E. 
SKAGGS PHILLlP C. THOMPSON NORMAL 
SKEANS KENNITH W. THOMPSON STEVEN D 
SLONE DONALD R THORNBERY JOANN 
SLONE WlLLIS T. THORNBURY EDITH W. 
SLONKOSKY MARY LOU THURMAN GILBERT WAYNE 
SLUTSKY MYRON L. TIER MARTIN D 
SMALLEY DAVIDE. TIGNER HTLLYSJ. 
SMALLWOOD CHARLES SCOTT TILLOTSON PAULE 
SMALLWOOD EVELYN TIMMONS RONALD W. 
SMITH CATHY R TINCHER CAUSBY P 
SMITH DAVID TINGLE ADAM 
SMITH DWIGHT C TIPPETT CHARLES R 
SMITH ELEANORA TIPTON MICHAEL L 
SMITH FRANK TIPTON TERRENCE K 
SMITH GARLENA C. TIRONE STEPHEN 
SMITH HAROLD ROBERT TISZA ERNEST F. 
SMITH JEFF TODD CINDA K. 
SMITH LEE A TODD MATILDA E. 
SMITH MADELINE C TRANSIER PEGGY 
SMITH RlCHARD A. TREMPE JAMES P 
SMITH ROSEMARY HOLBROOK TRENT CARLA ELAINE 
SMITH TOMMY WAYNE TRENT JEANNE C 
SMITH WEYMAN G. TRIMBLE ROBERT DALE 
SONGER STEPHEN TRIPLETT EUNICE B 
SOW ARD GARY TUCKER BESSIE S. 
SPALDING MARY R TUCKER DARRELL D 
SPANGLER RONALD DALE TUCKER JAMES R 
SPANNUTH WILLlAM C TUCKER RONALD F 
SPARKS DANIEL D TURLEY JUDYE 
SPARKS DONALD TURNER CHARLES E. 
SPARKS J OANM TURNER GLEN 
SPARKS KAREN F TURNER ROBERT L 
SPEARS CARMEL TUTTLE LOUIS JOHN 
SPEARS CHERYL LAYNE UNDERWOOD JAMES E. 
SPEARS HELEN CATHREEN UNDERWOOD VEL L 
SPEARS SHANNON UTCHEK WILLIAM F 
SPENCER LAND. VAN HOOSE K. DOUGLAS 
SPRATT GREGORY VANDERHOOF RANDALL DEAN 
SPRIGGS KELLEY VANDERHOOF STEPHENS 
SPUC HESI FRANK R VANDERPOOL BILLY J 
SPURLOCK DAVID F. VANDERPOOL JUDY K 
SPURLOCK E. Jane VANHORN ALLEN L 
STALLARD SONDRA F VANSANT MATTHEW D 
STANFIELD VERNON V AZNELIS ALBIN BEN 
STARK ROBERT A. VENTRE DEBORAH A 
STATON JAMES VERGNE JOHN N 
STEGBAUER REBECCA S. VEST ASAM 
STEGMAN RUTH F. VEST DA YID JOE 
STEIN STEVEN J VIBBERT ANNETTA B 
STEPHENS GARY L VICE STEVEN D 
STEPHENS GREGORY T VIENNA AUTO SALE 
STEPHENS JACK B VILLAGE LANES 
STEPHENS ROSCOE EDWARD VINCENT JON ALAN 
STEPHENSON ROBERT B WAC HTER DORTHY J 
STEVENS CAROLYN WADE LEE B. 
STEVENS R. L. WADE TOMMY 
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WADE WlLLIAM I. 
W AOSWORTH WALLACE W 
WAGGENER NANCY L 
WAGNER CHARLES L. 
WAGNER GLENDA R. 
WAGNER RICHARD K 
WAGNER TOBY A. 
WAGNER'S METRO 
WAJZ CAROLYN F 
WALKER ROONEY T 
WALLACE R SHIELA 
WALLEN EDSEL 
WALLIN KARL E 
WALSH J OHNS. 
WALSH WALTER F 
WALTER NELLIE M. 
WALTERS JEFF 
WALTERS JO ANN 
WALTERS JOE 
WALTERS SALLJE A. 
WALTERS SHARON TUTI'LE 
WALTHER ROBERT GARFIELD 
WALTON BARBARA H 
WALTZ RICKY L 
WAMSLEY LENA 
W ARO CARRIE SUSAN 
WAROEMMAB. 
WARD FRANCINE S 






WATSON AVONNA K. 
WATSON DONNA G 
WATSON GEORGLA LUCILLE 
WATSON lRENE B. 
WATI'S DONNIE J 
WATI'S PATSY C 
WATI'STERESA G 
WEA VER EARL T. 
WEBB CATHYL 
WEBB DANA V 
WEBB JAMES 0. 
WEBB PHILLIP G 
WEBSTER KEITH JAY 
WEEKS KIMBERLY A 
WEESE KRISTEN R. 
WEINFURTNER CAROLE JEAN 
WEISS CAROLYN R 
WEITKAMPJAMESG 
WELCH MARYA 
WELCH SANORA K 
WELDON MARIANNE W 
WELLER LARRY L. 
WELLMAN ROBERTS. 
WELLS & COMPANY 
WELLSM. P. 
WELLS RALPH B. 
WELSH JUDITH E 
WESSNER ROBERT A 
WESTERFIELD JAMES E 
WESTMORELAND OEWA YNE A 
WHALEY JUDY K 
WHEATLEY S. W. 
WHITAKER GLENN T 
WHITAKER MELISSA LEE 
WHITAKER ROONEY 0 . 




WHITE VIRGINIA MAXINE 
WHITEHEAD JUDY A 
WHITELEY JAMES G 
WHITIS CALVlN 
WHITMORE AVA MARIE 
WHITT GLENS 
WICK DENNIS R. 
WICKIER STEPHEN E. 
WIDMAYER JOHN 
WIEOERSATZ TERESA L. 
WIETMARSCHEN WILLIAM C 
WILBURN GLEN 
WILKERSON SUE E 
WILLEY FRANCIS J 
WILLHELM DA VIO J 
WILLIAMS BTLI..Y 







208 East Main Street 
(Across From Old Courthouse) 
Morehead, Kentucky 
Phone 784-4784 
''Free Parking In Rear" 
MSU BASKETBALL 
WILLIAMS DEBRA A 
WILLIAMS FRANCES A 
WILLIAMS JAMES R 
WILLIAMS JAMES R. 
WILLIAMS JEFFREY A 
WILLIAMS RAY 
WILLIAMS RICHARD A. 
WILLIAMS RICHARD 0 
WILLIAMS ROBERT JAMES 
WILLIAMS VICTORIA E 
WILLIAMSON ROBERT 
WILLIAMSON TRUCK 
WILLIS DOLLIE 0 
WILLS JENNY L. 
WILLS MARY SUE 
WILSON CARL 0. 
WILSON DA VIO 0 




WIREMAN CHERI T 
WISE ERNEST 
WISEMAN STEPHEN F 
WKCARADIO 
WOOD PATRICIA L. 
WOODY'S BAR. SHP 
WOOLF RONALD 0 
WORK.MAN ROSALIE C 
WRIGHT JAMES E 
WRIGHT RONALD 
Y AGOOICH MARY A. 
YANCY JIMMY B. 
YAO SAMUELS 
YEARY REBA 
YENNEY MARK W 
YOUNG DIANA L. 
YOUNG STEPHENS 
YOUNG SUSAN 
ZECH CHARLES W. 
ZIELINSKI MARK J 
ZILKE ROBERT W. 
ZUCCOLA JEFF 
M 




Game-52, Harold Sergent vs. Middle Tenn., 1964-64. 
Season-828, Dan Swartz, 1955-56. 
Career-2,072, Herbie Stamper, 1975-79 (4 yrs.); 1,925 
Dan Swartz, 1953-56 (3 yrs.). 
Highest Scoring Average: 
Season-28.6, Dan Swartz,. 1955-56. 
Career-27.5, Dan Swartz, 1953-56. 
Most Field Goal Attempts: 
Game-37, Granny Williams vs. Miami (Fla.), 1961-62 
Season-638, Dan Swartz, 1955-56. 
Career-1,544, Herbie Stamper, 1975-79 (4 yrs.); 
Granny Williams, 1958-59, 60-62 (3 yrs). 
Most Field Goals: 
Game-22, Granny Williams vs. Miami (Fla.), 1961-62. 
Season-282, Dan Swartz, 1955-56 
Career-776, Herbie Stamper, 1975-79. 
Best Field Goal Accuracy: (Regulars Only) 
Season-58.8, Norris Beckley, 1979-80 
Career-54.6, Norris Beckley, 1978-82 
Most Consecutive Field Goals: 
13, Leonard Coulter vs. Tenn. Tech, 1971-72 
Most Free Throws Attempted: 
Game-29, Don Whitehouse vs. Georgetown, 1952-53 
Season-344, Dan Swartz, 1955-56 
Career-929, Dan Swartz, 1953-56 
Most Free Throws Made: 
Game-21, Don Whitehouse vs. Georgetown, 1952-53 
Season-264, Dan Swartz, 1955-56 
Career-685, Dan Swartz, 1953-56 
Free Throw Accuracy: 
Season-91.5, Mike Kelley, 1975-75 (54-59) 
Career-87.2, Jim Sandfoss, 1964-74 (232-273) 
Most Consecutive Free Throws: 
Game-17, Hecky Thompson vs. Eastern Ky., 1961-
62; 17, Jim Sandfoss vs. Marshall, 1966-67 
Season-46, Glen Napier, 1980-81 
Most Rebounds: 
Game-38, Steve Hamilton vs Florida St., 1956-57 
Season-543, Steve Hamilton, 1956-57 
Career-1,675, Steve Hamilton, 1954-58 (4 yrs.); 1,046, 
Norm Pokley, 1960-63 (3 yrs.). 
Best Rebounding Average: 
Season-20.1, Steve Hamilton, 1956-57 
Career-16.4, Steve Hamilton, 1954-58. 
Most Assists: 
Game-16, Jeff Fultz vs. Middle Tennessee, 1983-84. 
Season-176, Jeff Fultz, 1983-84. 
Career-412, Howard Wallen, 1971-74 
Most Blocked Shots: 
Game-12, Ron Nicholson vs. Toledo, 1971-72. 
Season-115, George Williams, 1973-75. 
Team 
Most Points: 
Half-82 vs St. Peter's, 1971-72 (131-92). 
Game-138 vs. Centre, 1955-56 (138-70). 
Season-2,782 in 1955-56. 
Most Points in First Half: 
70 vs. Furman, 1954-55 (130-117). 
Most Points in Second Half: 
82 vs. St. Peter's, 1971-72 (131-92). 
Most Points by Two Teams: 
247, (MSU 130, Furman 117), 1954-55. 
Most Points by Opponent: 
128, Utah, 1965-66 (Utah 128-91). 
Highest Scoring Average: 
95.9 in 1955-56. 
Most Field Goal Attempts: 
Game-108 vs. St. Peter's 1971-72. 
Season-2,434 in 1955-56 
Most Field Goals: 
Game-55 vs Centre, 1955-56, 55 vs. St. Peter's 
1971-72 
Season-955 in 1971-72. 
Best Field Goal Accuracy: 
Game-72.1 vs. Tenn. Tech, 1982-83 
Season-50.8 in 1983-84 
Most Free Throws Attempted: 
Game-67 vs. Georgetown, 1952-53, 67 vs. Cincinnati, 
1955-56. 
Season-1,165 in 1955-56 
Most Free Throws Made: 
Game-53 vs. Cincinnati, 1955-56. 
Season-838 in 1955-56. 
Most Free Throws Attempted by Two Teams: 
123 in 1952-53 (MSU 67, Georgetown 56). 
Most Free Throws Made by Two Teams: 
88 in 1955-56 (MSU 53, Cincinnati 35). 
Best Free Throw Accuracy: 
79.5 in 1964-65 
Most Rebounds: 
Game-88 vs. Centre, 1955-56; 88 vs Middle Tenn. 
1968-69. 
Season-1,735 in 1956-57 
Highest Rebounding Average: 
64.2 in 1956-57. 
Most Free Throws Per Game: 
28.9 in 1955-56 (838 in 29). 
Miscellaneous 
Most Wins: 
25 in 1983-84. 
Longest Winning Streak: 
12 in 1983-84. 
Most Losses: 
22 in 1987-88. 
Longest Losing Streak: 
18 in 1987-88. 
Widest Wi oning Margin: 
68 vs Centre, 1955-56 (138-70). 
Widest Losing Margin: 
54 vs. Jacksonville, 1969-70 (63-117). 
Most Points by Opposing Player: 
67, Darrell Floyd of Furman, 1955-56. 
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Lady Eagle Records 
Individual 
Most Points: 
Game-37, Donna Murphy vs Murray Stat.c, 
1979-80 
Season-600, Donna Murphy, 1977-78 
Career-2,059, Donna Murphy, 1976-80 
Highest Scoring Average: 
Season-21.9, Debra Ames, 1974-75 
Career-19.6, Donna Murphy, 1976-80 
Most Fie ld Goal Atte mpts: 
Game-30, Donna Murphy vs Dayton, 1977-78 
Season-527, Donna Murphy, 1977-78 
Career-1,932, Donna Murphy, 1976-80 
Most Field Goals Made: 
Game-18, Donna Murphy vs Murray State, 
1979-80 
Season-266, Donna Murphy, 1977-78 
Career-930, Donna Murphy, 1976-80 
Best Field Goal Percentage (Re gulars Only): 
Season-.642, Debra Ames, 1975-76 
Career-.542, Michelle Stowers, 1976-80 
Most Free Throw Attempts: 
Game-19, Kelly Stamper vs Ball State, 1986-87 
Season-175, Priscilla Blackford, 1982-83 
Career-551, Kelly Stamper, 1985-89 
Most Free Throws Made: 
Game-15, Kelly Stamper vs Ball State, 1986-87 
Season-130, Priscilla Blackford, 1982-83 
Career-425, Kelly Stamper, 1985-89 
Best Free Throw Accuracy (Regulars Only): 
Season-.877, Kelly Downs, 1987-88 
Career-.826, Kelly Downs, 1986-90 
Most Consecutive Free Throws: 
Game-12, Kelly Stamper vs MTSU, 1988-89 
Season-27, Kelly Stamper, 1986-87 
Rebounding: 
Game-30, Debbie Ames, 1975-76 
Season-17.4, Donna Murphy, 1976-77 
Career-13.7, Donna Murphy, 1976-80 
Most Assists: 
Game-16, Irene Moore vs Northern Ky., 1980-81 
Season-193, Teresa Ruby, 1984-85 
Career-499, Irene Moore, 1978-82 
Most Blocked Shots: 
Season-43, Donna Murphy, 1979-80 
Team 
Most Points: 
Half-61 vs Charleston, 1978-79 
Game-115 vs Eastern Ky., 1978-79, vs W. Va. S tate, 
1986-87 
Season-2,641, 1978-79 
Most Points-First Half: 
55 vs Eastern Ky., 1978-79 
Most Points-Second Half: 
61 vs Charleston, 1978-79 
Most Points by Two Teams: 
192, MSU 115, Eastern Ky. 77, 1978-79 
Most Points by an Opponent: 
106, vs Kentucky, 1989-90 
Highest Scoring Average: 
82.5, 1978-79 
Most Field Goals Made: 
Game-51, vs Campbellsville, 1980-81 
Season-1,085, 1978-79 
Best Field Goal Accuracy: 
Game-.640 vs Eastern Ky., 1976-77 
Season-.492, 1978-79 
Most Free Throws Attempted: 
Game-46 vs Eastern Ky., 1977-78 
Season-679, 1978-79 
Most Free Throws Made: 
Game-33 vs Eastern Ky., 1985-86 
Season-471, 1978-79 
Most Free Throws Attempted by Two Teams: 
72, MSU 26, Western Kentucky 46, 1988-89 
70, MSU 44, Eastern Ky. 26, 1985-86 
Most Free Throws Made By Two Teams: 
50, MSU 32, Louisville 18, 1977-78 
50, MSU 33, Eastern Ky. 17, 1985-86 
Best Free Throw Accuracy: 
.729, 1987-88 
Most Rebounds: 







Longest Winn ing Streak: 
15, 1978-79 




Official Ball or 





Remember Quality is Important 
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[t's the way we work. Together, we each do our best so that we can do the best for you. We 
)ride ourselves on giving our customers personalized attention and prompt, courteous service 
l'lith transactions. Because behind our state-of-the-art technology and high tech 
~quipment ... automatic teller machines and computer access throughout several state areas ... 
Ne're simply a team of dedicated people, working together, trying to do the best we can for you. 
We're a team you can count on, give us 
a chance to prove it! 
Morehead's Only Independent Home Owned Bank 
"Grow With Us" 
Nha THE cITIZENs BANK 
Morehead, Ky. 
~ Office 
l14 W. Main Street 
Phone 784-4196 
Automatic Teller Machine-Ouest/Tellerific MSU'S Adron Doran University Center Carroll Browning Daugherty Branch 
Trademore Shopping Center f.PIE ~ f:H¼'W:~ rn CiC Phone 783-1596 
" WE ARE HERE TO SERVE-GIVE US A CHANCE" 
ntext™ 
College Stores, Inc. 
'~merica's Money Saving Bookstore" 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Tel: (606) 784-4 779 
AMERITEX HAS THOUSANDS OF 
MONEY SAVING USED BOOKS IN 
STOCK AND USED BOOKS SAVE 
YOU MONEY. 
WE WILL NOT BE UNDER SOLD. 
GUARANTEED. 
AMERITEXT PAYS TOP 
DOLLAR 
FOR YOUR TEXTBOOKS 
10% DISCOUNT ON OUR 
COMPLETE LINE OF ART 
SUPPLIES 
FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE 
WITH PLENTY OF 
COUNTER SPACE 
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TEXTBOOKS EVERY DAY 
ALL YEAR 
WE HA VE THOUSANDS 
OF MONEY SAVING 
USED BOOKS 
HOURS: 
M.-TH. 9:00-5:30 
F. 9:00-4:30 
EXTENDED HOURS 
DURING RUSH 
